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As Itravel around different facilities,
Ifind there is confusion on the proper
way to confirm and measure IBOC
mask and spectrum compliance.
The most common mistakes in completing spectrum measurements are
employing improper tools, choosing an
improper measurement location and

using improper spectrum analyzer configuration.
Improper power calculations and
modulation levels also may result in
inaccurate measurements.
Some of the biggest and easiest mistakes relate to measurement in space
and high-level systems. Measurement is
not simply amatter of taking aspectrum
See MEASUREMENT, page 6
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SBE to
Launch
Education
Initiative
by Randy J. Stine
INDIANAPOLIS Saying it wants to
"ramp up - a more comprehensive educational program, the Society of Broadcast
Engineers expects to add to its training
efforts with new course work that eventually could lead to additional certifications.
The mission of the non-profit group has
always been rooted in educational opportunities, most tied to its certification program; in 2007 the group began offering a
series of RF safety courses via Webcast,
and its leadership envisions launching
similar courses.
SBE leaders say discussion of additional education programs is in the preliminary stages, with the SBE Education
Committee hoping to pitch ideas to the
full board sometime this spring.
"A lot of the detail is still a work in
progress. But there is consensus that this
is arole the SBE should be dominant in,"
said SBE president Barry Thomas.
"Mostly it's about providing the needed
See EDUCATION, page 8
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Will 24/7 Station Staffing Be Required?
Broadcasters Oppose Potential Change in Rules
Covering Unattended Operation
The FCC is reviewing public comments
in the IBOC proceeding with an eye
towards changing or adding to public interest obligations for digital broadcasters.
One of the proposals on which the
commission sought comment applies to
both digital and analog stations: whether
the agency should cut back on the number of hours a station may be operated
unattended, or even repeal the rule
entirely and require 24/7 staffing.
In 1987, the commission eliminated
the former rule requiring a station to
originate the majority of its non-network

programming from its main studio. It said
technical advances in program production and distribution prompted the action.
In 1995, as the stability of station
monitoring and transmission equipment
improved, the agency authorized unattended technical station operation and
expanded the ability of facilities to control and monitor technical operations
from remote locations.
The Emergency Alert System was
designed around unattended operations.
Yet in the text of its IBOC rules released
earlier this year, the FCC asked whether

the " widespread reliance on automated
operations" limits the ability to effectively distribute EAS alerts.
What follows are excerpts ofpublic comments regarding unattended operations.

Richard Cornwell, GM, WTBO-WKGO
Corp., Cumberland, Md.:
The commission is considering requiring stations to be staffed 24 hours aday,
7days aweek because of EAS problems.
The problem with EAS is not the radio
station operator's fault. It is inferior
equipment used by EAS.
The system and its execution [need] a

serious overhaul. Requiring stations to
staff around the clock is basically making
radio stations babysit afailed government
system at station expense.
If the governments get the signal out to
properly working equipment, the radio
industry does agreat job of getting the
important warnings on the air. Ihave to
say though, that the kind of tones and the
delayed low level of voice audio used by
EAS is part of the problem, in addition to
the poor equipment problems.
In addition, expanding the staffing on
thousands of small market radio stations
will have aserious impact [on] the ability
for many, many of those stations to continue to operate in a profitable manner.
Increased staff and more tha[n] likely
another round of new EAS equipment to
have to purchase will put some stations
out of business.

Public Interest Coalition — Benton
Foundation, Campaign Legal Center,
Center for Governmental Studies,
Common Cause, Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ
Inc., and Prometheus Radio Project,
Washington:
The commission must ensure that
automated broadcast operations are relevant during emergencies. Automated
broadcast operations must be automatically overridden in an emergency....
The commission seeks comment on
issues relating to automated broadcast
operations, rules governing them and
their effect on "the ability of law enforcement and public safety officials to use
radio broadcast stations effectively during
emergencies." The Public Interest
Coalition recommends that automated
broadcast operations be automatically
overridden in the event of an emergency.
The commission must also require staSee UNATTENDED, page 3
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Unattended
I> Continued from page 2

tions to report during what times the stations rely on automated broadcasting.

Native American Christian Voice Attorney Jeffrey D. Southmayd, Washington:
The commission has on many occasions granted licenses for satellite operation waivers to numerous non-commercial stations in small communities to
allow their main studios to be located at

equipment located at the transmitter site.
The equipment instantly interrupts regular programming, and relays each essential
local EAS message to the local population
without delay. This efficient system is often
superior to the delays that might be created
while waiting for local staff to review the
EAS information, decide on an appropriate
course of action, rewrite the information,
record the information, and then transmit
the information over the air. ...
EAS gear never leaves the station early, never has family emergencies, or stays
home with the flu, and is always ready to
instantly break into network programming with EAS warnings and messages.
This level of reliability is tracked by

EAS gear never leaves the station early,
never has family emergencies, or stays home
with the flu, and is always ready to instantly
break into network programming with
EAS warnings and messages.
— Native American Christian Voice

the studio of a co-owned, non-commercial station. These waivers have been
granted to stations located both in contiguous communities to, and at a great
distance from, the "parent station." ...

computer files and tape at any time.
Moreover, nothing inherent in the change
over to a digital system will have any
effect on the reliability of the present
automation systems in effect.

further commission consideration, the
ongoing EAS proceeding is abetter context in which to address the issue.
Otherwise, given the expense of the
digital conversion, including developing
new programming, and the uncertainty
regarding the public's adoption of the
technology, increasing station costs by
restricting automation is more likely to
obstruct than advance the digital radio
transition.

Nickolaus Leggett, Reston, Va.:
It is clear that automatic operation limits the ability of aradio broadcast station
to respond to localized emergencies. Many
immediate emergencies are local events
that are not visible to distant organizations
operating automated radio stations. ...
[B]roadcast radio can provide a very
major community service by providing
warning and ongoing information about
local emergencies. However, this service
can only be provided when the radio stations are manned by local personnel.
These local personnel can be immediately informed of the local emergency
and they can redirect the operation of the
station to serve the local emergency.
Since they are local residents, they will
likely be familiar with the particular areas
impacted by the emergency and can
respond intelligently to the situation. ...
Humans can provide emergency services that no automated system can provide. They can directly broadcast emer-
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These satellite stations operate without
any local staff in place and are fully automated, with the "parent station" monitoring the operation of the satellite. The
commission has consistently found "good
cause" to exist for granting amain studio
waiver and allowing unmanned, satellite
stations in instances based upon the economic benefits to non-commercial stations that are provided by such centralized operations from asingle studio. ...
Based on this, Native submits that the
commission should not act in a manner
that would modify the licenses for these
main studio waiver satellite stations by
requiring them to be locally staffed.
Such an action is unnecessary under
the public interest standard, and would
result in numerous satellite stations ceasing their operation due to the expense
involved in local staffing of stations serving small communities. Rather, any
action the commission takes in this regard
should relate solely to the operation of
the parent station and its main studio, not
the unmanned satellite station....
Native's experience as a non-commercial station operator is that the technical
advances in automated equipment allow
its stations to respond to an EAS situation
just as quickly as a fully staffed station.
Each station has individualized EAS

800-426-8434

NPR, Washington:
[W]e do not believe that now is the
time nor this the proceeding to revisit, let
alone fundamentally alter, existing commission rules allowing stations to automate station functions.
We are unaware of any systemic problems that would justify restricting the flexibility to automate broadcast operations.
If the commission believes there are

gency messages from local emergency
personnel, provide continuously updated
information on the local situation, and
improvise the provision of electric power
to the station as needed.
Iwas without power for aweek during
ahurricane in New England. Ilistened to
amanned local station on abattery- powered radio that provided continuous
updates on the situation and the efforts to
restore the electric power. ...

The commission should require every radio
broadcast station to be manned at all times
that the radio station is on the air.
— Nickolaus Leggett

specific issues that warrant attention, it is
incumbent upon the commission to identify those issues. We understand that,
with respect to EAS activation, the system is designed for auto-triggering, but
many stations employ amanual trigger to
maintain licensee programming control.
To the extent that situation warrants

The commission should require every
radio broadcast station to be manned at
all times that the radio station is on the
air. This should apply to all stations from
the largest full-power broadcast station to
the smallest low- power FM ( LPFM)
broadcast station.
See UNATTENDED, page 5
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Their Words Make Up Our Pages
These are the people whose articles,
letters, tips, white papers, photos and
opinions made up the editorial content of
Radio World and RW Engineering Extra
this past year Hundreds more not listed
here contributed ideas, advice and quotes.
Without them, there would be no RW.
And these are only asmall part of the
greater community of readers, advertisers
and staff who make up Radio World. My
thanks to them as we enter our 32nd year
of RW.
Stanley Adams, Cris Alexander,
Amanda Alexander, Tom
Ammons, Brian Anderson,
Bruce Anderson, Jeffrey
Andrulonis, David Antoine,
Andrew Armstrong, John
Arndt, Jerry Arnold,
Bruce Atchison, Allan
Augustyn.
Scott Bailey,
Craig Baker, Ivo
Bankovs, Frank
Baptista,
Roberta Barmore,
Mark Battersby,
William Bauer, Fred
Baumgartner, Linda Baun,
Frank Beacham, Meredith Beal,
Gary Begin, Ernie Belanger, Frank
Bellina, Angelo Bello, Ray Benedict, Jon
Bennett, Rocco Bennett, Larry Berger,
Michael Bergman, Kevin Berlen, Harry
Bingaman, SBE Educator of the Year
John Bisset, Dennis Biais, Barry Blesser,
Phil Boersma, Josh Bohn, Scott Bourne,
Wes Boyd, Danny Ray Boyer, Tom
Boyhan, Michael Bradford, Allen
Branch, Edwin Brand, Mike Breitenstein,
Dave Breithaupt, Johnny Bridges, Bob
Brigham, Ben Brinitzer, Wayne Brissette,
Jackie Broo, Kelly Brooks, Strother
Bullins, Richard Burden, Read Burgan,
Dave Burns, Alex Byrne.
Mike Callaghan, Steve Callahan, Tom
Calococci, Andrew Calvanese, Colin
Campbell, James Careless, Alan Carter,
John Casey, Joe Cassara, Jeffrey Caudell,
Bob Cauthen, Richard Cerny, Gil Chavez,
Kelly Christensen, Pete Cipriano,
Marguerite Clark, Brian Clark. Elizabeth
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Clark, Glen Clark, Curtis Cleland, Harry
Cole, Lew Collins, Man,Collins, Holland
Cooke, Wilfred Cooper, Todd Coyy, Diana
Cox, Jay Crawford, Don Crisp, Chuck
Crouse, Bob Culver, Rocky Curless.
Richard D'Angelo, Jim Dalke, Steve
Dana, Steven Daniel, Ken Dardis,
Greg Davis, Sterling
Davis,
Don

Davis, Tim
Davisson, Gary Day,
Ed De La Hunt, Bill DeFelice, Keith
DeGreen, Greg Demetriades, John
Demuth, Ken Deutsch, Walter DeVenne,
Jim deYong, Richard Dillman, Dave
Doherty, Jerry Dowd, Paul Drake, Bill
Draper, Bob Drazba, Dan Drumm, Charles
Dubé, Ed Dulaney, Mark Durenberger,
Dave Dzurick.
Mike Edmonds, Brian Edwards, Rick
Edwards, Herm Elenbaas, Andy Eliason,
Kim Andrew Elliott, Stu Engelke, Scott
Ensley, Mike Erickson, Chuck
Ermatinger, Dave Ernewein, Mark
Esbjerg, Gary Eskow, Laurence Estrin,

Tom Evans, George Evans.
Richard Factor, Michael Fast, Peter
Ferrara, John Fischer, Burt Fisher, Marc
Fisher, Buc Fitch, Greg Fitzgerald, Paul
Flint, Mile Flom, Steve Floyd, Larry
Foltran, Ty Ford, Paul Dean Ford, David
Forr, Frank Foti, Mark Fratrik, David
Frear, Dave Freelan, Bree
Freeman, RW Excellence in
Engineering Award
recipient Clay

Freinwald,
Greg Friesen,
David Fudge,
Scott Fybush.
Dale Ganske, Paul
Gathard, Jeffrey Gee,
Valerie Geller, Karina
Gerardi, Anthony Gervasi,
Tom Gibson, Dane Gibson, Jack Giehl,
Bill Gillaspie, Steve Gimbert, Neil
Glassman, Carl Gluck, Carl Goldman,
Bob Gorjance, John Graham, Frank
Grassi, John Gray, Bobby Gray, Bob
Greenlee, Geof Greenway, Tony Griffin,
Derek Grimme, Frank Grundstein, Tim
Guentz, Anthony Guerra, Patti Gunnell,
Blazo Guzina.
Marty Hadfield, Harold Hallikainen,
Donna Halper, Terry Hanley, Dan Harder,
Bob Hardie, Kirk Harnack, Jay Harrison,
Allen Hartle, Gordon Hastings, Kent
Hatfield, Michael Hedges, Jeffrey

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
Hedquist, Mike Heim, Mark Heller, Drew
Henderson, Mike Hendrickson, Lyle
Henry, Francis Hensler, Mario Hieb, John
Higdon, Drew Hilles, Richard Hinkle,
Rusty Hodge, Randy Hoffner, Ed Hollis,
David Hollyer, Lowell Homburger, Scott
Horner, Gil Housewright, Randy
Howard, Toni Howell, Harry
Hoyler, Don Hughes, Robert
Hughes, John Huntley.
Dave Immer, David Isay, Paul
Jackson, Heather James, Joe
Jarjoara, Jim Jenkins, Sue Johenning,
Wayne Johnson, Craig Johnston, Elaine
Jones, Graham Jones, Paul Kaminski,
Chris Kantack, John Kean, Wes Keene,
Gary Keener, Jeff Keith, Rick Kemp, Tim
Kimble, Peter King, Pete Kingslien, Gary
Kline, Hal Kneller, Dan Kolenda, Bob
Kovacs, Fred Krock, Mark Krotz, Derek
Kumar.
Chuck Lalcaytis, Larry Lamoray, Steve
Lampen, Dave Land, Douglas Lane, Tom
Lange, Larry Langford, Tom Langmyer,
Kent Lankford, Alan Lapides, Mark
Lapidus, Kevin Larke, Joe Lasmane,
Michael Lawton, David Layer, Jack
Layton, Michael LeClair, Nickolaus
Leggett, Mike Leo, Ian Lerner, Saul
Levine, George Levites, Darren Levy,
Kent Lewin, Matt Lightner, Carl
Lindemann, Rolin Lintag, Jeff Littlejohn,
Tony Lopez, Vinny Lopez, Janice L,osgar,
Charles Lowry, John Lund, John T.M.
Lyles, John Lyons.
Brian Mackewich, Tom Macone,
Bruce Maduri, Tim Mahoney, Marc
Mann, Daniel Mansergh, Steve Marcus,
Jon McClintock, Frank McCoy, Joel
McCrea, Mac McGaha, Tom McGinley,

BURLI. A computer newsroom system with tools to let you
gather, edit, share and deliver the news:
Full support for XML and RSS newswire data
Audio recording, editing and play-to- air
Group- wide sharing of news content between
newsrooms, bureaus, laptops
Export content to websites, podcasts in
industry- standard formats.
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Schneider, Bob Schroeder, Marty
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Shoars, Tim Shook, Paul Shulins,
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K.J. Singh, Lamar Smith, Mark Smith,
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Thomas, Art Thompson, Tim
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Keith Trantow, Conrad Trautmann, Ed
Treese, Roger Turner, William Tynan.
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Cesco van Gool, Christian Vang, Dirk
Vaughan, Jerry Venable, Doug Vernier,
Tom Vernon, Michelle Vetterkind, Joe
Viglione, Glynn Walden, H.R. Walker,
Jason Walther, Eric Wandel, Mark
Ward, Jim Warrack, Tom Weber, Bill
Weeks, William Wertz, Jeff White,
Steve Whitt, Ron Whitworth, Chris
Wilk, Jim Williams, Tom Williams, Ed
Williams, Ira Wilner, Guy Wire, Jim
Withers, Jim Woods, Tom Woods, Phil
Woods, R.C. Woolfenden, Stu Wright,
Randy Zippel and Sue Zizza..

Lee McGowan, Barry McLarnon, Derek
McLeod, Doug McLeod, Dee McVicker,
Vicki Medina, John Merli, Leon
Messenie, John Michelet, Jason Mielke,
Andy Mika, Grady Moates, Steven
Moravec, Dave Morgan, Patrick Morley,
Art Morris, Darren Morton, Rod Moses,
Dave Moulton, Greg Muir, Robert
Mumm, Patrick Murck, Stephen Murphy.
Dirk Nadon, Ted Nahil, Gary
Nakashima, Ernie Nardi, Tim Nelson,
Steve Newberry, Dirac Newel, Dave
Newmark, David Noble, Bill Nolan, Tom
Norman, James O'Neal, Michael
O'Shea, Tom Oaklund, Rogelio Ocampo,
Al Ogrizovich, Ole Olesen, Jack
Ondracek, Jeff Orr, Tom Osenkowsky,
David Otey.
Dick Pache, Josie Padilla, Gary
Palamara, Mark Pallock, Steve Palm,
Chris Pannell, Mike Pappas, Mike
Patton, John Pavlica, Jim Peck, John
Pecore, Arndt Peltner, Bob Perry, Ron
Pesha, AI Peterson, Adrian Peterson,
Sharon Pettigrew, Bob Pierce, Skip Pizzi,
Jay Policow, William Pollack, Stephen
Poole, John Poray, Chris Prewitt, Les
Proctor, Jerry Puffer, Dana Puopolo.
Heath Radke, Roger Raison, Mark
Ramsey, Rich Rarey, Tom Ray, Steve
Raymer, Aaron Read, David Reaves,
Richard Reich, Edgar Reihl, Art Reis,
Mike Rice, Pierre Robert, Bruce Roberts,
Sean Ross, Carter Ross, Ned Rubin, Tom
Rucktenwald, Ben Runnels, Riccardo
Ruotolo, J.R. Russ, Bill Ryall.
Gary Saber, Paul Sagi, Tony Sanders,
Bob Savage, Vin Scelsa, John Schaab,
Ron Schacht, Eric Schecter, Scott
Schmeling, Philipp Schmid, John

Unattended
Continued from page 3

Clear Channel Radio, San Antonio,
Texas:
Clear Channel continues to urge the
commission to refrain from using broadcasters' voluntary transition to DRB as a
basis for imposing additional obligations
on broadcasters that are not germane to
the transition. ... The DRB transition
should not occasion revisitation of the
automation rules. ...
As many [commenters] point out, the
dramatic technological advances that
have been made since the commission
first issued its automation rule in 1995
have strengthened the EAS system and
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Livewire IP networking is now available built-in to our Millenium
Digital consoles. You can wire and mix your studio sources locally
and economically, while accessing facility- wide sources via the
Livewire network. Scale- up your system anytime by adding
more consoles, Axia nodes and software - all connected
via astandard Ethernet network.
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continue to improve service to smaller
communities. Broadcasters have been
able to harness these advances to maximize scarce resources to enable further
investment in unique programming, news
and information services.
Broadcasting is not unique in employing automation. Every sector of the
American economy has enjoyed enhanced
productivity, permitting more rational
allocation of people's talents and skills, as
aconsequence of automation. Now is certainly not the time to turn back the clock.
Clear Channel agrees with NPR's final
analysis that, given the expense of the
conversion to DRB and the uncertainty
surrounding the public's adoption of the
technology, any effort to restrict automation is more likely to obstruct, rather than
advance, the transition to digital radio.
Comment on this or any article. Write
to radioworld@imaspub.com.

In the Dec. 5issue, Barry McLarnon wrote of an AM IBOC primary digital sideband that "there are 25 carriers, and each is set at -28 dBc." Each carrier is actually
set at -30 dBc.
To calculate the total power in aprimary digital sideband, therefore, one should
add the 10log(25) = 14 dB factor to -30 dBc, arriving at the - 16 dBc figure that was
previously stated. The -28 dBc figure (or, more exactly, -27.8 dBc) mentioned in
both the Oct. 10 article by Cris Alexander and McLarnon's article is the power in a
300 Hz bandwidth, the power that would be measured with aspectrum analyzer set
to 300 Hz resolution bandwidth on aNRSC-5A-compliant AM IBOC system. This
power is higher than the power per carrier, since a300 Hz measurement bandwidth
will encompass more than one carrier.
The error does not affect other figures given in McLarnon's article and has no
bearing on the conclusions reached, he said.
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Measurement
Continued from page 1
plot at a modulation sample of the digital transmitter.
There is more involved.
Some manufacturers have employed spectrum analyzer options in their modulation moni
toring equipment. While these are
great visual aids in troubleshooting,
they unfortunately are not very
helpful for verifying compliance
with the mask.
Typically signal-to-noise levels
exceed the minimum levels of
IBOC mask compliance (-80 dB).
Multipath and location within any
FM pattern if separate radiators are
employed and if you are taking an
off-air sample can adversely affect
results.
The tools required to make the
measurements are:

• A good spectrum analyzer
(Agilent 4402b or like specifications)

January 2, 2008

operation.
You can avoid an analog transmitter replacement by
shifting some of the analog into the digital transmitter.
Split-level is measured at the same location and using
the same method as high-level, just before the transmission line leaves the building and after any filters, but
before the antenna.
Low-level is exciter-based injection. Where low-level

Fig. 1: High-level IBOC/Analog Transmission System

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT SETUP - SEPARATE ANALOG AND DIGITAL ANTENNA INPUTS
Attenuator Pad - 6dB or Greater

3dB Hybrid

To Analog Antenna Input
Directional Coupler

Spectrum Analyzer
To Digital Antenna Input
Directional Coupler

Attenuator Pads - As Required to Set
Digital Carriers at 41.6 dB Below

two signals under test. Frequently the signal received at
your studio or measurement location, will vary widely
when the measured source is on the digital antenna vs.
the analog antenna. It is possible to make ameasurement
in aminima of the digital antenna and amaxima of the
analog depending on location; however this will cause
the ratio of digital to analog to suffer.
So what's the solution? Combine and measure before
the antennas.
In the procedure shown in Fig. 2, we see there are two
directional couplers, one placed in the analog line and
one in the digital line, along with afew pads and a3dB
hybrid, such as the Mini-circuits ZFSC-2-2. You can
verify IM products are compliant with the IBOC mask
by combining the signals from the directional couplers
in the mini-circuits combiner.
This method cannot be used to verify digital injection/transmission levels vs. the analog. We need to
depend on power loss and gain calculations given the
different losses and gains most likely employed in any
space system.
Under the current rules — that feels good to say; we
have rules now! — the digital ERP is injected at alevel
of 1percent of the analog. In space systems, you will
have separate transmission lines and maybe two antennae, thus your gains and losses may be different between
the systems.
To figure those, we take the ERP required and divide
it by the power gain of the antenna. (You also can do a
dB conversion.) Then subtract the line and other system
losses. Examples of other losses encountered are switches and any combiners and filters.
Since losses will be different between systems, so
will the TPO and therefore the measured level at the
directional couplers. In the procedure shown, we reference the analog signal level and then adjust the variable
RF pad on the digital feed to set the digital reference
level to 20 dB below the analog.
First, we need to calibrate the analog reference by
removing the digital signal cable. We leave the pad on
the digital side to maintain the hybrid isolation of the
mini-circuits combiner.

Unmodulated Analog Carrier Level

Analog Transmitter

Digital Transmitter

Measurement is not simply a
matter of taking a spectrum
Fig. 2
•Directional Sample and appropriate RF line sections
(When measuring for spectrum compliance you must
use adirectional sample to avoid the effects of the return
path signals interfering with your measurements.)
•2or more fixed 3dB or larger RF pads
•A Variable RF attenuator (typically with 30 dB of
selectable step attenuation)
•Test cables and asplitter/combiner like the mini-circuits ZFSC-2-2.
High-level methods
High-level, also referred to as "separate amplification,"
employs independent digital and analog transmitters. The
output of each is later combined using RF combiner.
Common combiner ratios are 8 and 10 dB. Fig. 1is
representative of awell-designed high-level deployment,
where separate transmitters are used for HD-R and analog signals. Three switches are employed to allow you to
bypass the combiner/injector or use the digital transmitter as aback-up analog transmitter.
The "Ws" represent sample port line sections or
wattmeter sections with slug ports. Common models are
the Bird Electronics BPME or standard 4610. Without
these sections, there is no way to sample RF properly for
IBOC mask compliance.
You must measure using adirectional sample with at
least 30 dB directivity at the last location before the
antenna. Coupling does not matter as levels will be set
using fixed or variable external pads.
Split-level is trademarked by Harris Broadcast and is
only available from that company. The method splits off
some of the analog RF into the digital transmitter. The
primary advantage is that your analog transmitter does
not have to make the 10 percent headroom for high-level

HD Radio RF is injected into either alinear RF amplifier and/or pre-correction is employed to assist. In lowlevel systems, place aline section between the transmitter and antenna and after any filters in the system, such
as the low pass filter.
To summarize high-, split- and low-level systems:
Sample via directional coupler with at least 30 dB directivity on the output, after any filters in the system and before
the antenna. Place sample sections in the output line, in the
dummy load line for testing and sample purposes.
Do not use modulation monitor samples on your
transmitters. They frequently have no directivity and are
located before the low pass filters. (We only care about
what makes it to the antenna and is radiated, right?)
Do not measure an off-air sample for IBOC FM mask
compliance. There will be antenna effects on received
signal, possible signal corruption from multipath and
differences in antenna patterns. All will cause non-linear
measurements across the channel. Also the SNR is typically higher than the mask minimums of —80 dB.
Separate or dual-feed
Space systems are achallenge to measure. It is not
sufficient to measure just the digital signal. You must
measure the analog and digital together to allow them to
mix and generate IM products.
Hopefully your analog and digital antenna patterns
are similar. However, if separate antennas are employed,
the coverage will never be exactly the same in any location due to reflections from the mounting structure, differences in HAAT and number of elements employed,
and therefore, differences in elevation pattern.
Dual-fed antennas frequently are counter-polarized,
which may change the multipath performance for the

plot at a modulation sample
of the digital transmitter.

Now, set the resolution and video bandwidth to 1
MHz and peak the carrier to some level, typically the top
of the display. The result is the level to which all other
measurements will reference.
Next, we mark the analog level with adelta marker
and then we remove the analog and place the digital signal in the mini-circuits combiner and set the resolution
and video bandwidth to 1MHz again. This time we will
add pads to drop the "line" (level) to 20 dB below your
analog reference. You should adjust the variable RF pad
on the digital feed to set the digital level.
In arecent measurement, the analog reference level of
approximately — 10 dBm was measured without the digital connected to the mini-circuits combiner. Then the
digital reference level was measured at —24 dBm.
The difference between the signals is 14 dB, thus 6
dB of additional attenuation should be placed on the digital side of the splitter combiner so that the digital reference level will be —20 dB below the analog reference
level. The actual level is —22.6 dB down from analog.
You should not reference the "top of the skirts" on the
limits screen if loaded. You will cheat yourself out of a
few dB of headroom.
Once the digital reference is set using the external
pads we reconnect the analog signal and change your
resolution bandwidth to 1kHz and make the measurement. For FM measurements your analyzer should be
configured with the following settings:
See MEASUREMENT, page 8

Impossible Remote?
Nah, You've Got ACCESS.
Meet Another Real-World Super Hero...
Live coverage of Next Big Thing 7, Tampa's 15- band, two- stage, 20,000
screaming fan concert, seemed daunting. But it couldn't have gone smoother
Shark, shown interviewing BERT MCCRACKEN,
lead singer for THE USED, says: "When Comrex
told me that their internal code name for ACCESS
was "THE NEXT BIG THING" Igot ir right away.
This IS BIG - Iwas live, on the air, in places 1could
NEVER have gone with regular old techno/ogy.
THANKS COMREX!"

for Shark, Cox Radio's 97X Program Director and afternoon host. When
covering an event like this, Shark would normally be battling for afrequency
with all the wireless mics, and getting back stage to interview all 15 bands
with alive wired mic was just impossible. ACCESS pulled it off without ahitch.
Shark went live with the push of abutton and not acare in the world.
Covering even the gnarliest live event is a natural for ACCESS.
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite,
POTS (yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS codec and works seamlessly
with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)—plus some services you may not have even
heard of. Given the challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say
that ACCESS will perform in real time over most available IP connections.
Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can make you become a
Real-World Super Hero—wherever you are!

Put Comrex On The tine.
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.con • e-mail: iifo@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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Congress Probes FCC Process
Legislators Explore Charges That Martin
Keeps Information From Colleagues
by Leslie Stimson

Commerce Committee to begin an inquiry. The goal, he
said, is ensure that the agency's processes are fair, open
and serving the public interest.
Rep. Bart Stupak, D-Mich., chairman of the subcommittee that will conduct the inquiry, said, "It is one thing
to be an aggressive leader, but many of the allegations
indicate possible abuse of power and an attempt to intentionally keep fellow commissioners in the dark."
In aletter to Martin, Dingell asked for acommitment
to publishing proposed rules in advance of meetings,
providing sufficient time to review proposed orders and
rules, and providing commissioners with relevant information on which proposed decisions are based.
At ahearing of the Telecom and Internet Subcommittee
about FCC oversight, Dingell said, "The FCC appears to
be broken. The real loser is the public interest and the consumer. When this happens the public confidence in the
agency is shaken. We can't allow this to continue."
Democratic FCC Commissioner Michael Copps, a
frequent commission critic, agreed and said the agency
was "lurching dangerously off-course and only congressional oversight can help put us back on track."
Dingell sternly warned the assembled commissioners
that while the chairman ultimately is responsible for the
FCC, it requires all of the commissioners, "including the
Democrats," to work together.
However sniping among commissioners is nothing
new. Chairman Reed Hundt and Commissioner Jim

WASHINGTON The FCC ended 2007 chaotically
with more than the typical end-of-year political jockeying, as Congress opened an investigation to the agency's
decision-making process based on perceived disorganization within the commission.
The findings of the probe will be interesting as the
agency moves into the 2008 election year.
During oversight hearings in December, lawmakers
urged FCC Chairman Kevin Martin to slow efforts to
relax media ownership rules until he gets his agency
under control.
Observers noted that adelay could mean avote drags
on until a new administration, and perhaps adifferent
political party, is in the White House, thereby giving the
issue of whether and how to relax media ownership rules
adifferent outcome.
In an unprecedented move, the FCC in December also
began publishing on its Web site alist of items circulating among the commissioners for avote, saying it did so
to provide more transparency to its decisions.
Complaints, delays
Delays in monthly agenda meetings, complaints from
communications professionals and public sniping among
commissioners about access to information prompted
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of the House

and transmission system design is acritical area of concern for SBE membership.
"There is ahuge need for newcomers to our profession to learn RF. We have people entering our field out
of college who sure know their Unix and can network
like crazy, but are lost at AM and FM transmitter sites,"
he said.
"We need to provide some of the stuff that have been
staples to our industry but are not being taught in college or tech school."

Education
Continued from page 1

educational resources so we can all do our jobs better."
Thomas, vice president of engineering of the radio
division for Lincoln Financial Media, said SBE is looking into developing courses on AM/FM allocation, event
coordination, remote truck operation and lightning suppression and grounding, among others.

Educational opportunities
More certification courses
Once specific needs are identified and course work
"The immediate mission is to develop materials that
material generated, Alexander said the subject list could
will help the men and women who do this job and help
grow quickly to include specialties such as computer
develop the next generantenna modeling and
ation of broadcast engi+ 0000 0000000
network audio over IP.
neers," Thomas said.
SBE continues work
Some of the new
on
several other fronts to
The Society of Broadcast Engineers
education programs will
expand
educational
be developed as a "path
opportunities for broadtelly be Carbiled?
to increase certification"
cast engineers. Officials
offerings through SBE.
are working with grant
Thomas added.
writers in an effort to
SBE's
Education
find programs to secure
Committee is refining
funding to add a staff
its goals, said Cris Alexmember to direct the
ander, SBE Education
new education initiative.
Committee chair.
Thomas also pointed
"Our goal is to author
out SBE's arrangement
course material that
with Excelsior College
broadcast engineers
in Albany, N.Y., which
need for use in amedioffers distance learning
um that is universally
opportunities. The curavailable. The Internet
rent SBE certification
seems like agood engine
qualifies for credit
to use. Specifically
towards adegree comWebcasting," he said.
pleted online or via CDAlexander, director
ROM.
of engineering for
SBE hopes to use the
Crawford Broadcasting and an RW contributor, said in
model for expansion of joint efforts between SBE and
addition to Webcasting, he envisions atime when broadadditional educational institutions.
cast engineers simply go online to select acourse, comThe society already certifies approximately 15 techniplete the work and take the test.
cal schools that offer broadcast and broadcast related
"I think we can do that for anominal fee," he said.
training and hopes to expand that number, officials say.
The education committee will identify contractors
"The SBE considers education to be critical to the long
that specialize in packaging educational material online,
term well-being of our trade," Alexander said. "Going
he added.
forward, we want to focus agood part of our attention
Alexander said education in HD Radio conversion
and energies in accomplishing those things." e
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How to improve?
Asked about this by lawmakers, Martin said he provided ample time for his colleagues to see the information and adequate time for the public to comment; that
much of the cable item in question had been proposed
several months before the meeting, he argued.
Lawmakers pursued Martin on what could be done to
improve agency processes; he suggested allowing more
than two commissioners to meet outside of public meetings, which is prohibited by "sunshine" laws.
Copps said he has concerns about how much notice he
and his colleagues receive on items to be voted on and
that "some of these frictions could be significantly ameliorated" with the suspension of the closed meeting rule.
In the days leading up to a separate hearing in the
Senate in December, the Senate Commerce Committee
passed abill that would require the FCC to delay action
on media ownership rules.
The measure, introduced by Sens. Byron Dorgan, DN.D., and outgoing member Trent Lott, R-Miss., would
require the commission to complete its localism proceeding and allow for a90-day public comment period
before proposing any media ownership rule changes.
The move gives the emotionally-charged issue ahigher
profile closer to apresidential election and would presumably delay avote until anew administration takes over,
observers believe. The bill wasn't expected to pass both
houses of Congress by year-end but was intended to send a
message that Martin should delay aplanned December vote
on his proposal to relax the cross-ownership ban, which
prevents one company from owning both anewspaper and
either aradio or aTV station in the same market.

e

Measurement
• Continued from page 6

•Resolution Bandwidth: 1kHz
•Span 2MHz
•Detect Peak = Off or Sample
•Average = ON 100 samples
•Sweep: auto
•Sample points = 400 to tune 8000 to measure
•Marker set to peak delta
•Marker set to reference level
•Average type PWR

0054100,0
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Quello used to have public spats, for example.
Martin said the agency is run the same as it was when
he worked on the staff of Commissioner Harold
Furchtgott-Roth and as acommissioner under Chairman
Michael Powell.
During the FCC's November public meeting,
Commissioners Robert McDowell, a Republican, and
Jonathan Adelstein, aDemocrat, complained that they
had not received the FCC's own data on acable item
from Martin until the night before. Adelstein accused
Martin of suppressing the information.

...de ME

A couple of notes on spectrum analyzer configuration: There are differing points of view among manufacturers relating to the "average type setting" to employ.
The "average type" conservative setting is PWR.
Typically video sampling will return readings
approximately 1to 1.5 dB lower than when power
sampling is employed and therefore power sampling
is recommended as it will return worst-case levels.
Most transmitter manufacturers are using video sampling in their built-in displays, as the power sampling
is arecent technology advancement.
You should decide whether afixed or slug option
is best for your installation.
Iwill cover AM measurements in afuture article.
The author is regional vice president of engineering for Clear Channel Radio's Mid-South region.
This article includes information from " FM HD
Radio Measurements Dual-Input Antenna Systems or
Separate Analog and Digital Antennas ( Space
Combined)" by Randy Mullinax, 2006 white paper;
"FM-IBOC RF Output Signal Viewing Agilent
4402B Spectrum Analyzer Setup," Harris 2004 white
paper; " Use Correct Size Directional Sample,"
Randy Mullin= 2005 PowerPoint.

You know. it was getting
pretty dub around here
before you arrived.
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Deedleheads Are Wiry & Scrappy

over the tile supports

from one side of the room to another. He
removed some ceiling tiles and used a
bow and arrow to carry astring above the
dropped ceiling.
If you're not a bowhunter, another
choice is to secure alarge bolt or dud transformer to the string and throw it. I've tried
that method, and it seems the bolt always
gets stuck on either the pipes or supporting
ceiling hangers. It works, but removing all
the extra ceiling tiles is time-consuming.
There's one other method that I've not
tried, but Iunderstand it works well.
Borrow your child's remote-controlled
car or truck. Tie a string to the rear
bumper and let it run over the ceiling tiles
to the other end of the room. The trucks
with the big wheels navigate over the tile
supports nicely, and the radio controller
allows you to dodge pipes or support
wires. Write to me if you've done this.
Once the string reached the ceiling/
wall junction, Paul needed to run the
cable down the wall to a patch panel.
This posed adifficulty, as the wall was
filled by dense fiberglass. The fiberglass
resisted his poking the wires, and then a
broom handle, through it.
Paul's solution was to take a chain
about 10 feet long, made of welded links
of 3/8- inch steel, and tie the wires to it.
He dropped the chain into the void
between the studs over the patch panel
opening. The heavy chain ripped through
the fiberglass and carried the wires to the
patch panel opening.
Paul Sagi can be reached at pksagi92@gmai1.com.

nicely, and the radio

* * *

controller allows you

Stuart Engelke is the engineering manager for New York AM stations WWDJ
and WMCA. A new Austin ring transformer was installed at one of his towers,
and during the next rain, the station kept
getting transmitter VSWR trips.

by John Bisset
Al Peterson writes that when studio
construction was completed some months
ago at the new Radio America Network
facility in Arlington, Va., engineers were
left with hundreds of useless little wire
scraps and cable ends everywhere.
Too small to actually work for anything, yet so many that no one felt right
to just throw them away. Thus was born
the "Deedlehead" desktop mascot.
This collection of 25- pair CAT- 5
Deedleheads lives on the desktop of Meg
Buenting, a producer for the network's
syndicated "Greg Knapp Show." Among
her mascots are acigar-chomping tough
guy with a military haircut, a circus
clown and awhite-haired mad professor,
the only Deedlehead with arms and a
headband. Some of the mascots are
shown in Fig. I.
The name was more or less coined by
Buenting. During studio construction,
she helped chase down dozens of wire
pairs with an inductive signal tracer, and
became adept at listening for the characteristic two-tone deedle-deedle when
the probe was jammed deep into cable
bundles.
The act of signal tracing became informally known as "deedling" during the
buildout, and the name eventually worked
its way to the mascots.
Every now and again on a Monday
morning, a new Deedlehead may appear
on Buenting's desk, depending on how
bored or creative the engineering staff
was feeling over the weekend. Make your
own and send me a photo to
jbisset@bdcast.com, and we'll publish it.
Alan Peterson can be reached at
apeterson@ radioamerica.org.
* * *

-- nie

Fig. 1: The Deedleheads
Paul Sagi in Kuala Lumpur reminds us
to be cautious in using nail polish
remover to remove permanent marker
from coils or components. The liquid
usually contains acetone, which can damage plastic parts.
An alternative is correction fluid thinner, but again, caution around plastic supports or spacers. Some plastics can withstand it, and Paul has used correction
fluid thinner to remove permanent marks
from equipment.
He adds that it should go without saying to use solvents in a well- ventilated
area away from sources of ignition.
Paul had asituation where he needed
to get the speaker wires across aceiling,
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The trucks with the
big wheels navigate

to dodge pipes or
support wires.

See DEEDLES, page 12
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A complete range of RadioData products to meet every need!
Model 702

Model 712

Model 713

Model 510

"Mini Encoder"

Dynamic Encoder

TCP/IP Dynamic Encoder

Decoder/Reader

Our low-cost " Mini Encoder" supports
simultaneous Scrolling- PS and
RadioText messages for station IDs,
promos and advertising, plus all the
housekeeping IDs and flags. Quickly
installed and easily
programmed
with
Windows / USB
interface.

The RS-232 serial port ties directly to
station automation to scroll song
artist/title info and promos or advertising. The PS and RadioText fields are
simultaneously available for greatest
messaging capability. Static house-

All the messaging functionality of
the Model 712, but with direct
LAN/Internet connectivity. 3- way
addressability: TCP/IP network, serial
RS-232, USB. Supplied with VVindows°

Monitor, decode and log all the ADS
data groups. Read the data from the
front panel or use the supplied
Windows° software for further
analysis and logging.

$420

$1700
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keeping data is easily prog'ammed with
the supplied Windows' software.

software for network setup and static
register programming.

$1250

$1690

Visit www.inovon.com for full technical details.
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Audio Logging

Stinger - Instant Access to 288
'rapid-fire' audio files.
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Speedy - fast CD ripping with
automatic file tagging.

AudioScience - professional
sound cards built for broadcast.

Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com

Trigger & Relay Kits - for GPI/0
and satellite operation.
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WIZL Pumps Up
The Signal in Lansing
Mid Michigan Radio Group completed installation of anew transmitter, antenna and tower to
serve station WJZL(FM) atop the landmark 25story Boji Tower, formerly the Michigan
National Tower, in downtown Lansing. The station shifted its frequency as well.

only 1or 2 watts, according to Chief Engineer
Kevin Larke.
"The antenna has more gain than needed for
analog operation. The additional gain will be
needed if the transmitter is used in hybrid HD +
analog mode in the future."
The project also involved anew Moseley
Starlink 9003Q uncompressed digital STL.
The old tower was not strong enough for
the new installation so it was removed
piecemeal in several helicopter flights,
Larke said. Construction Helicopters Inc.
out of Ypsilanti flew aSikorsky S-58T turbine-powered helicopter capable of lifting
4,600 pounds. The tower crew had to prepare the old structure for easier removal by
taking out bolts as old as 77 years.
The chopper came back the following
Sunday for installation of the new tower
and antenna. "The helicopter flew up the
mast, with antenna and beacon pre-mounted. It was a strange sight seeing the pipe
with five- bay, radome-equipped antenna
floating through the sky," Larke said.

The photos show the installation and helicopter crews at work.
The old 92.7 site was about 15 miles
southwest of downtown Lansing and was
licensed to Charlotte. The new 92.9 site is
in downtown Lansing with Grand Ledge as
the city of license. "Smooth Jazz 92.9" is
now on the air at 5,400 watts, almost four
times as much as its old 1,500 watt signal
at 92.7.

•

The station is served by a new Nautel V5
transmitter and a Jampro five- bay, half- wavespaced antenna with fiberglass radomes and fine
matching section. Forward power from the transmitter is 3,500 watts while reflected power is
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The Austin ring transformer is amethod of coupling voltage for
tower lights across the base of aseries-fed or "hot" AM tower. This
method is more commonly used for higher-power (50 kW) stations.
The reason for the VSWR trips? Take alook at Fig. 2. The contractor installed the transformer with the arc gap balls above and
below each other. Each drop of rain briefly shorted the tower, causing the VSWR trip.
Fig. 3 shows acomplete view of the improperly installed transformer. A couple of
wrenches fixed the problem — with the station
off the air, of course.
Stuart's
project
included a new LED
beacon assembly. The
beacon output can be
seen eerily illuminating
the phasors of the transmitter room in Fig. 4.
What is interesting is
the narrow beam of light
— hard to see from the
ground, directly under
the tower, but very
bright from amile away,
Fig. 2: A rain drop prepares
as the light beam is
to take a station down.
focused.

Fig. 3: The incorrectly mounted Austin Ring Transformer.

Engineers designed the custom Valmont
Structures tower to look like an earlier
structure dating from the late 1920s. The
new one is about three times stronger to
meet new requirements, Larke said.
"It also has a new LED beacon on top.
The old original incandescent beacon is in
the Boji Tower building manager's office as
a decoration. The old tower didn't have
sidelights, but the new structure has two
new Dialight LED units for additional visibility."
The consultant for the project was Al
Warmus of Warmus and Associates in Bath,
Ohio; Warmus' son Brian supervised the
tower crew and antenna tuning.
"It wasn't an easy project," Larke said.
"Those tower guys are amazing. You need
to be brave to be up there trying to bolt
down a huge steel pipe blowing around in
the wind hanging from ahelicopter."
Tell RW about your project. E-mail radio
world@imaspub.com.
— Paul McLane

Fig. 4: An example of the focused LED beacon
as it bathes a transmitter room.
Austin Insulators provides arange of base and guy insulators, as
well as the Austin ring isolation transformers that Stuart used. Head
to the site at www.austin-insulators.com/radio/product.html for
more information.
Stu Engelke can be reached at sae@nycradio.com.
John Bisset has worked as a chief engineer and contract engineer for 39 years. He is the northeast regional sales manager for
Broadcast Electronics, and recently received the SBE's Educator of
the Year Award for 2007. Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com.
Faxed submissions can be sent to (603) 472-4944. Submissions
for this column are encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification
credit.
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See why more broadcasters
are choosing Nautel.
Nautel's integrated digital solutions make your move to HD Radio easy and economical.
Call Nautel to learn more about the exciting solutions highlighted below and see how Nautel is
Making Digital Radio Work.

XR Family of AM Transmitters for Digital and Analog with power outputs from lkW - 50kW.

Radio
Pure Digital. Clear Radio.

V1, Nautel's new 1kW FM Transmitter:
Complete FM HD Radio transmitter site solution in just 6RU.

V Series FM Transmitters:
Now twice as many Vseries
transmitters to satisfy your
Digital or Analog FM needs.

Nautel Reliable HD
Transport Suite:
Learn about Nautel's award
winning studio to transmitter
IP communications solution.
Supported on Harris, BE and
Nautel transmitters.

Win aCambrige Soundworks HD Radio Receiver
Enter at www.nomoresecrets.com

Making Digital Radio Work.
Phone: ( 207) 947.8200

Fox .( 207) 947.3693 Imfo@noutel.coni

HD Radio is atrademark of iBiquity Digital Corp. All rights reserved.

Iwww.noutel

corn

You think we have alot to say? You should hear our clients.
When we asked our clients which Element features they liked best — well, you see the results. And this is the edited version. (Good thing we bought two pages.)

Go ( con)figure •

The folks at MPR say they really love being able to configure their Elements and keep tabs on their

entire Axia network using standard Web browsers. You can set up and administer an entire building full of consoles from the

Who

are

these

guys? •

Why buy aconsole

from Axia? Element was designed by Mike Dosch and his

comfort of your own office ( where there's plenty of Cheetos and Pepsi). Put an Internet gateway in your Axia network and you can

team of ex-PR&E renegades ( who know abit about ( onsoles).

even log into Element remotely, from home or anywhere else there's aNet connection. Great for handling those 6P.M. Sunday

And Axia is adivision of Telos, the DSP experts.

"help me!" phone calls from the new weekend jock.

Screen

play •

Element lets you use any display screen you choose, to suit your space and décor. Get

aspace- saving 12" LCD, or go for abig 21" monster. ( This is Dave Ramsey's favorite Element feature, by the
way. Anyone wanna bet he bought his monitors on sale?) Hook up aVGA projector and make aMeter Wall!

Perfect

timing •

You can't have too much time. That's why Element's control display contains four

different chronometers to help keep talent in sync: adigital time- of- day readout that you can slave to an NW
(Network Time Protocol) server, an elapsed- time event timer, acountdown timer talent can set for any interval
they choose.., and there's also that big, honkin" analog clock right in the center of the screen ( Big Ben chimes not
included). We wanted to make it even bigger, but our screen designers charge us by the pixel.

Where's

Waldo? • Hide-and-seek is apretty fun

Options •

Clients say they love Element's

game. BLit not when when you're in ahurry, and definitely

uncluttered worksurface. We kept it clean by

not when you're on the air. So every Element fader comes

placing an "Options" key over each fader to

with abig, bold 10 - character LED display right above it to

give instant access to all the advanced goodies.

show talent, at aglance, exactly what source is assigned

It makes customizing settings easier than

to that fader. If it's music from adigital playout system

selling fudge cake to Dom

provided by one of our partners, the display can even

Deluise.

show the title or artist of the song that's active. Talent tells
us that these displays are at the perfect angle for either
sit-down or stand-up studios.

Black

velvet • What's 100 mm. long, silky smooth, goes up
(id/, rod lasts forever? Our super- quality conductive-

plastic faders, of course. ( You have afilthy mind, mister. Shame on
you ) We sourced the most durable, reliable, premium faders and
swiu hes for Element. And we added extra touches, like the custommolded plastic. bezels that protect cin'off switches from accidental
activation and impact. Because we know how rough jocks can be on
equipment -

some of us were (jocks, not rough). And because we also know

theie's nothing more embarrassing than asudden case of broodcostus interrupttis.

Audio

cards •

Well, um, there actually aren't any.

Great

Phones •

Not in Element, or anywhere else in an Asia network. Why

We

not? Think about this: your production guy spends hours

on

crafting exciting, finely-tuned bits of broadcast magic,

extension of the board-ops them

only to filter them through a card sitting in a noisy, RF -

selves. Unfortunately, talent objected

wanted

the

phones

Element to work like an

filled PC. It's like washing awedding dress in the Hudson

to having Ethernet ports implanted in their

River. Not only that, broadcast audio cards are expensive.

skulls, so we came up with the next best thing.

And they only work in PCI slots.., how many of those are

With Element, jocks never have to take their eyes

you seeing on new PCs? The Axia IP-Audio Driver installs

or hands off the board to use the phones. Element

on any Windows"• PC to send and receive pure digital au-

works with any phone system, but it really clicks with

dio right through the PC's Ethernet port — no sound card

the Telos Series 2101, TWOx12, or the new NX-12, which

required, You get better, cleaner PC audio that's sharable

connects four hybrids plus control with asingle Ethernet

right to the network. And you save tons of cash on sound

cable. Status Symbols' (those cool little information)

Conductive aluminum bullnose is connected to a .10 kilovolt

cards, and on the audio inputs you would have needed

icons) tell talent at aglance whether aline is in use, busy,

storage capacitor' that can be activated with aGPIO closure.

for that PC card audio --- more than enough to buy

pre-screened, locked on- air, etc. You can even dial the

Set up ahotline remote trigger for the PD to give the jocks a

that cool new network tester you've been lusting after.

phone right from the board using the integrated keypad.

little " positive feedback!"

Fried

Shown: 20-pwition Elemenl. nicely equipped. SI6,557.00 .11SRP. .Vat çhown hut available: 4-, 8-. 12-, 16-. 24- and 28-position Element. Dual exhaust and whitewalls optional at extra cow.

Chicken •

<<

-Neccessity

is the. mother of irt

< <

<<

vention.' So we invented IP-Audio

<<

(

for broadcasting: realtime. low-

Meter

reader •

low qua,m

iver foi Windows

, . ucks audio right out of Lomput
NiCs. like pimientos from niai

latency muting where logic &
minus follow audio. The

Soundcards'

il il'-Andio

Mont!

ai olives. Mmrom... olives.

have to go on without ye

Guess how many they've bull ?

Swap

LED program meters? How very 1990's. Element's SVGA display has

(

lots of room for timers, meters, annunciators (there's afive- dollar word; and more — ° now)* r
show meters for all four main buses at once. Reboot the console to 5.1 surround mode ancl the

meet

•

Element modules are easy to hot- swap. Remove two screws and a

cable or two, and they're out. In fact, you can hot- swap the entireconsole-- unplug it
anti the ,•a.:(f'rt

raoirtef bec tuse rniyinri k rit-me

Can

with

in an external Studio Engine.

show is even cooler. Any more bling and those fast ' nfurious types'll want it for their dashboards.

mi•IMM•Mma••••1•11•11•1•01•Nial

Status

Symbols

• There are those icons again. ( We're in love with icons. It's the Telos way.

I

I

play

your

knobs? •

Twist 'ern, push 'em, make ern

click. Element comes standard with some pretty powerful production features, like
per-fader EQ, voice processing and aux sends and returns. Context- sensitive SoftKnobs

These Status Symbols alert talent to phone lines ringing, mix- minuses minusing, talkback channels
talking, etc. They can even display fader numbers, like you see here. Just one more way Element

let production gurus easily tweak these settings, while simultaneously satisfying their

makes it easy for talent to do afast, clean show.

tactile fixations. ( Don't worry: for on- air use, you can turn off access to all that EO stuff)

How

Memory

many? •

to change these

How many engineers does it take
light

bulbs?

enhancer •

We know how forgetful jocks can be, so Element

remember stheir favorite settings for them. Element's Show Profiles are like a

None...

"snapshot" that saves sources, voice processing settings, monitor

they're LEDs.

assignments and more for instant recall. Have talent set up
the board the way they like it, then capture their
preferences with asingle click for later
use. ( Hey, make them do some
work for achange.)

Stage

itel
BliZese 1> 1
1.
0 :11Wo —

)«.)

eZ3,e

hook •

Ow 0.111(0 actu,ates tne

tr)ID

ed w

emergency ejector seat. OK, not
really. It's the Record Mode key; when you

(
e)&

press it, Element is instantly ready to record off

air

phone bits, interviews with guest callers, or remote talent

0

drop- ins. One button press starts your record device, conCoffee? •

figures an off- air mix- minus and sends asplit feed ( host on

No console is spill-

one side, guest on the other) to the record bus. Like nearly

proor, but Element is easy to

everything about Element, Record Mode is completely

service and has no motherboard to

configurable — its behavior can even be customized for

damage in the event of stupidity.

It's
Mixmaster•

already

in

there •

individual jocks. Sweeeet.

Element comes

,tandard with a lot of : ool goodies you'd pay extra for

Push

my

buttons

•

You can program these

custom button panels with any macro you want, from

of

with other consoles. Like custom voice processing by

recorder startistop to one- touch activation of complex

constructing a complicated mix-

Omnia - that lets you quickly build and capture compres-

routing switches and scene changes using PathfinderPC"

Does

the

thought

minus on- the-fly bring a big grin to your

sion, noise gating and de-essing combinations for each

software. You can po obably even program one to start the

face? If so, you're excused ( Masochism 191 is down

and every jock that load automatically when they recall

coffee machine ( black, no sugar; thank you).

the hall). But if you hate building mix- minuses manually

their personal Show Profiles, iThere's even asecret " Big

as much as we do, you'll love the fact that Element does

Balls" setting tisit makes wimpy interns sound like John

them for you. No more using all your buses for a four

Leader. A fifth of Chivas to the first guy who finds it.)

person call- in; no more scrambling to set up clean feeds
A

for last-minute interviews. When you put remote codecs
or phone calls on- the- air, Element automagically figures

Talk

out who should hear what and gives it to ern ---- as many

your talent? Talk to studio gues:s. remote talent, phone

to

me

custom mix- minuses as you have faders.

callers --

1

OS

C. O

IN,

• Need some one-on-one time with

talk back to anyone just by pushing a button.

www.AxiaAudio.com

2006 TIS Corp. Aria, Element, PothfinderPC Status Symbols. Omnia TA1 TIS Corp.. all other TA1.', proth:rty of their respeutive owners. *.Va the ,onsole cloesni really have ahigh-voltag.: :awer in it. alai a sore mould he cool .'t
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Processing Gurus Clear the Static
by Scott Fybush
With HD Radio moving to commercial
reality at many stations around the country, the designers of audio processing
gear are learning just as rapidly how to
make the most out of the bit-rate-reduced
digital audio that stations are now delivering on HD2/HD3 subchannels and on
AM HD Radio.
"There's adegrading, ghost-like quality to the audio" coming through a conventional "static" signal processor, said
Omnia Audio President Frank Foti during his presentation at this fall's NAB
Radio Show.
Busting the ghosts
Foti says the "ghost- like" audio wasn't
present at the output of the processor during tests he ran; instead, he says the issue
is what happens to the audio as it goes
through the Ibiquity codec.
"We've got a lot of funny stuff going
on," he said.
The secret, Foti believes, lies in care-

International Datacasting Corp.
received an order fronf CBS-Westwood
One to overhaul and modernize its radio
network using IDC SuperFlex Pro Audio
products including its Datacast XD Content
Management and Delivery system.
The contract is an expansion of the
sports network ¡DC installed in 2005 for
Westwood One which enabled ad insertion
on aregional basis during live sporting
events. The ability to do regional insertion
or "copy-splitting" lets advertisers target
specific markets in their national advertising, the manufacturer said.
The expansion will provide that functionality and other benefits to 2,000 sites
as well as consolidating various services
into asingle streamlined network. Conrad
Trautmann is Westwood One senior VP of
engineering and broadcasting....
Clear Channel Communications in
Asheville, N.C., is using the HUB
FlashMic for gathering audio. Ken Ray is
engineer at the six-station cluster. ...
Yahoo! this summer completed atechnical upgrade and redesign of the main
audio production and post -production studio at its Santa Monica, Calif., facility. It
included the installation of adozen ADesigns Audio 500 Series-format microphone preamplifier modules purchased
from GC Pro....
Nassau Broadcasting is using Burk
Technology's Watchband remote receiver
to remotely monitor audio and signal
parameters. Chris Verdi is director of
engineering for Nassau in Vermont and
monitors adozen or so stations. ...
Three Clear Channel FM stations in
New Orleans ordered Broadcast Electronics FMi 251 tube HD Radio transmitters; they are WRNO, WNOE and KYRK.
The chief engineer is Tom Courtenay.
Separately, WUSC(FM) in Columbia,
S.C., added a Broadcast Electronics
AudioVault digital media system. The
public station at the University of South

ful pre-processing of audio before it hits
the codec. In addition to Omnia's established Sensus algorithm, which looks
ahead to the rest of the transmission

product development for Orban/CRL, says
there's another culprit as well: achange in
the very nature of the audio that most
radio stations are programming.

Ogonowski said too many end users
have become accustomed to the sound
of compressed music played through
tiny, tinny laptop speakers.

chain to condition audio accordingly
(reducing audio bandwidth, for instance,
for material that will go out through lowbitrate streams), the company has now
introduced a LoIMD clipper meant to
reduce intermodulation distortion, which
Foti blames for much of the "ghost- like"
effect he hears on low-bitrate audio.
Greg Ogonowski, vice president of new

Carolina is student-run; the AudioVault
replaces aBE AV100 system and is part of
aconversion that includes aBE transmitter and multicasting. BE noted that the
system is being used to manage the station's alternative music format as well as
for anew HD2 international "Jack" format
developed and support by USC students.
John George is chief engineer....
Audemat-Aztec won acontract from
Wisconsin Public Radio for seven
Goldeneagle HD monitors and one
Broadcast Manager for centralized management of alarms and measurements.
Steve Johnston is director of engineering
and operations for WPR; Terrence Baun is

Ogonowski says recorded music contains far more high- frequency content
than it did a generation ago — and that
makes the noise-reduction scheme used
in analog FM obsolete.
"Pre-emphasis and de-emphasis were
used to overcome inherent noise in the
FM system," he said, "with high-frequency roll-off used to achieve loudness. This

retail outlets. SneakerRadio is an in-store
service that airs promotional advertising
messages customized for New Balance
retail stores....
Marketron Broadcast Solutions said
it won a multi- year contract to provide
broadcast management solutions to New
Northwest Broadcasters. The group
operates 36 stations in the Pacific
Northwest. NNB radio stations will manage their advertising inventory and billing
with the Marketron Traffic software.
Marketron is an affiliate of The Wicks
Group of Companies, which also owns
NewBay Media, publisher of Radio
World....
Netia said WQXR(FM) in
New York is using RadioAssist 7.5 digital audio software programs and Isilon
Systems' Isilon IQ clustered
storage system.
The commercial classical
station is doing a studio
improvement project. The
Netia and Isilon system will
enable conversion of the CD
library to a hard-disk system
and eventually provide aproduction environment capable
of creating additional content
The Clear Channel cluster in Asheville, N.C.,
for a variety of distribution
is a user of the HHB FlashMic.
platforms, Netia stated.
director of engineering and operations and
Harold F. Chambers III is director of
administrator of the Wisconsin Educational
operations and production at WQXR.
Communications Board Delivery Division,
WHEB(FM) in Portsmouth, N.H.,
which designs and operates the broadcast
placed an order with Wheatstone for a
RF delivery systems for Wisconsin Public
third Generation 4 control surface. The
Radio and Television. ...
order also included a Bridge router to
Transmitter company Ecreso made
expand the facility's existing networked
sales to three private Moroccan FM staaudio control system. The station is
tions. The company, part of the Audematowned by Clear Channel. ...
Aztec group, sold atotal of 20 FM sysCalrec said the YES Network
tems with 1, 2and 3kW outputs to Radio
deployed a Sigma audio console with
Aswat, a national chain, and to two
Bluefin High Density Signal Processing.
regional stations, MFM and Hit Radio.
The installation was part of an HD renovaSeparately, Ecreso won a $ 300,000
tion of YES Network's control room at its
contract with the Ministry of Communicabroadcast center in Stamford, Conn. The
tions from Togo to equip two public radio
studio is used for live pre- and post-game
stations. ...
shows and for simulcast of WFAN
Barix AG said SneakerRadio of
top-rated "Mike and the Mad Dog" show.
Wilmington, Del., standardized on its IP
Send news of notable equipment puraudio decoders to make its IP in-store
chases or sales to radioworld@imaspub.
media program available in New Balance
com, attention Who's Buying What.
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was possible in the day when audio didn't contain as much high-frequency content as it does in modern recordings."
Agreeing with Foti that intermodulation distortion is a problem, Ogonowski
argues that much of it comes from the
enhanced high- frequency content in
today's audio.
He says that at least in theory, the move
to digital should help reduce the problem,
since by its nature, digital audio doesn't
require the pre-emphasis/de-emphasis
curves that analog FM demands.
There's a catch, though — even
though the pre-emphasis/de-emphasis
curves mean that, as Ogonowski puts it,
"by definition, FM is not high-fidelity,"
listeners' ears are accustomed to the
"warm, round analog sound" that the
curves yield, even if that sound is really
the result of an aural compromise made
decades ago.
The days of analog
Of course, that warm, round analog
sound is history now, anyway, thanks to
changes in the way listeners experience
most of their music, and the way that
music is produced.
On the listener end, Ogonowski said
too many end users have become accustomed to the sound of compressed music
played through tiny, tinny laptop speakers. He joked about the "half- inch subwoofer option" on his own laptop, and
noted that the sound through most computer audio cards is actually pretty good,
when adecent pair of headphones is substituted for the on-board speakers.
"It will blow you away," he said.
In the real world, though, Ogonowski
said so many people have become accustomed to low-end laptop sound that they
don't realize there's anything better out
there. That, in turn, affects the on- air
sound of their stations.
"Not only do they not know what
audio signal processing is, they don't
even know they have aproblem," he said.
"They don't know what an Optimod
does."
He points the finger of blame back
beyond radio programmers, to the producers of the music they're playing.
"What many of these CD producers
are doing is far worse than what Frank
or Iare doing to HD Radio audio,"
Ogonowski said.
Tips for success
In a world where so much audio is
being aurally abused before it even reaches the processing chain, Foti and
Ogonowski say there are still steps that
stations can take to make their air product
as clean as possible.
Foti says it's vitally important to maintain lots of headroom in the audio chain
before digital audio reaches the processor
and codec. Because codecs tend to overshoot, Foti recommends keeping levels
no higher than —3dBfs to avoid clipping.
"With digital, we don't have +6 dBfs
to play with. Zero is zero, and it's atight
ceiling," he says.
Avoiding multiple layers of compression in the audio chain is important as
well. Foti shared the story of a client
whose music library was encoded as
highly compressed MP3 files, which
were then pitch-shifted to speed up the
music. By the time the audio passed
through processing and the HD codec,
"needless to say, the output wasn't pretty," he said.
"For your air product, it's got to be linear audio," Foti said. •

Pronterm by lelos
• Genu ,ne MP3 audio compression with seleztab.e bit rate
lets you optimize for storage space or broadcast quality
playback.
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• Perfect for creating podcasts, verifying commercial
plays and program content, or aichiving live events and
audic from call- in lines. Great for checking out what your
comFetition's doing, too.
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• Archired audio can be auditioned remotely via LAN, WAN
or the Internet. You can also listen to " live" audio daring
the encoding process....great for consultants or group PDs.
Encoded program segments can also be set to upload
automatically to aweb server via FTP.
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• Play files in any MP3-compatible payer, or use the included
Pro Fi er Archive Player to view detailed time- ofdey dat3 and
user notes. Store audio to any external or network drive.
• Easilw select & export audio segments for exterlal editing
and e- mailing.
• Builcîng an IP-Audio network? Specify ilproFilerly, the
networked audio logger that \Norks directly with Axia
networks to record up to 16 stereo channels wit-lout audio
cards. Visit AxiaAudio.com to finc out more.
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The Mystery of the Missing Days
Frequent readers of this column know
that it occasionally finds an interest in
chronology ( such as the series on time
zones in the Dec. 18, 2002 and Jan. 1,
2003 issues).
Perhaps the link may seem tenuous,
but radio has always been atimekeeper
of sorts for its listeners. Moreover,
radio's product exists solely in the temporal dimension — to the extent that its
business model is based on the monetization of strictly measured periods of time.
Such is the fundamental importance of
time and its metrics to our industry.
So it's appropriate to dip once again
into the annals of human efforts to index
the cycles of our planetary mechanics,
and make them manageable for our daily
life processes.
Time itself is an elusive concept, and
while discovering its true nature keeps
the physicists busy, its simple measurement is something the rest of us deal with
all the time (no pun intended).
Since so many social and business
processes depend on properly coordinated timing, acommon understanding of
time's measurement processes worldwide
is critical, as well.
Let me count the days
Early observations in time measurement were based on celestial movement
of the sun, moon and stars.
Before TV, the sky won the viewership
ratings every night (and attention spans
were longer), so apretty good understanding of these cycles eventually resulted.
In later times, humans developed
devices and shortcuts that eliminated the
need for direct, continuous celestial
observation in order to "tell time," but
those early attempts provided the rough
approximations that were later refined
into the systems we have today.
The day and month were, of course,
accommodations of the respective motions
of the sun and moon, as observed by

earthbound humans. Subdivisions of the
day into hours, minutes and seconds came
later. Today we have the ability to globally
synchronize this chronometry down to a
fraction of asecond.
This doesn't just involve technology,
of course — it also requires political
agreement to use the same scales and a
common reference.
Such coordination and true synchronization of worldwide time is arelatively
recent development, starting only in the
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late 19th century. Previously, each town
or region set its own time, based on local
solar observation, the master reference
for which was kept by the closest clock
tower. Like many other similar processes,
such preference for localism was strongly
held, and in this case ultimately gave way
only for reasons of public safety (to avoid
train collisions, for one thing).
You might be surprised to learn that a

Control Solutions

Model RFC- 1/8 Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface
• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/B

«,

Sine Sysfems

615.228.3500
man,Mi5nnation: www.sinesystems.com

by Skip Pizzi

A non-integral relationship
As noted above, celestial observations
had reached relatively high accuracy even
in ancient times, and by the time of the
Roman Empire, acalendar that accurately accommodated days, weeks and

t.
e
_

Gary Hayes. BBC

Good Opportunity to Ponder the Calendar

similar common reference for the counting of days was also a struggle to
achieve, and only came about relatively
recently, as well.
The coordinated agreement worldwide
on today's date hearkens back to the 16th
century, but it was not globally accepted
until much later in some countries —
even the U.S. It's actually quite astory ...

.....

"-lire,

Astronomical clock. Prague/Mateusz Dutkiewicz stockachng

The Arrival of the New Year Provides u

The Big Picture

Thus even the Julian calendar eventually suffered some seasonal shift, and so
in 1582, a calendar developed by an
Italian doctor and astronomer named
Aloysius Lilius was published in apapal
bull issued by Pope Gregory XIII.
It made a small but important change
to the Julian calendar that allowed it to
remain synchronized more closely to the
true solar year on average, by making
every year ending in 00 (which would
normally be a leap year) not be a leap
year, except for those divisible by 400,
which would remain leap years. Thus
1600 and 2000 were leap years, but 1700,
1800 and 1900 were not.
The other, more interesting element of
the Gregorian calendar was its attempt to
correct for the seasonal shift that had
accumulated during recent use of the
Julian calendar. It accomplished this by
simply "canceling" 10 days.
(Lilius had originally proposed agradual correction by skipping the leap days
every leap year for 40 years, but the pope
preferred immediate gratification, and
ordered the quick fix instead.)
So Thursday Oct. 4, 1582 was followed by Friday Oct. 15, 1582 — the
first day of the Gregorian calendar's use.

'What happened on Oct. 5, 1582?
Answer: Nothing!'
months had been developed.
This Roman calendar served as the basis
of all the Western calendars that followed,
even up to today. It was of the same general
structure as our current calendar in terms of
months, although it originally began its
year on April 1. (Our April Fool's Day is
an artifact of this change.)
The length of the solar year did not
cooperate with any such reckoning, however, given its duration that was not evenly divisible by the other units. This
caused any fixed calendar to gradually
slip against the seasons, and given the
importance of agriculture at the time, this
was not happily accepted.
The Romans had made numerous
attempts to correct for this discrepancy,
but none of them really solved the problem consistently until in 45 BCE, Julius
Caesar adopted a system devised by the
astronomer Sosigenes of Alexandria that
added aleap year on the 29th of February
in every fourth year.
This so-called Julian calendar was
promulgated by the Romans ( whose
empire was at the peak of its influence at
the time), and eventually served as a
near-globally uniform calendar for many
centuries thereafter.
The average length of the Julian year
was 365.25 days, but even this was abit
off from the actual solar (or "mean tropical") year's length of 365.24219 days.

Great trivia question: What happened
on Oct. 5, 1582? Answer: Nothing! (The
day didn't exist, nor did the 6th through
14th — except as noted below, where it
really gets historically interesting.)
Politics über alles
Remember when Imentioned the
importance of political will to achieving
international consensus? Well, the fact
that the Gregorian calendar was sponsored by apope meant that it had effect
on the Catholic Church's ecclesiastical
calendar, but no impact upon the civil
calendars of any country without being
adopted by local governments.
Naturally, this took some time to
organize, but the situation was made
worse by the alignment of various countries toward or against the Catholic religion, which was seen as the new calendar's developer and champion.
As it turned out, only four countries
(Spain, Portugal, most of Italy and the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth — all
Catholic) adopted the Gregorian calendar
on its origination day in October 1582,
with afew other countries — and somewhat later, their colonies — coming on
board in the next several months.
Many non-Catholic countries resisted
the Gregorian calendar, some keeping to
their old calendars for many decades, but
See CALENDAR, page 19
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Josh Bohn left his position as chief engi-

Cincinnati in the newly created position of assistant
chief engineer under CE
John Teach. Bohn's wife,

part-time/fill-in host for

vice president of opera-

The company also appointed Maria Xithalis

neer, Cumulus, Huntsville,
Ala., to join Radio One in

Dana Ryan, also made the
move to Cincinnati radio as
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named Michael Rockwell

Rayfield took on the same responsibility at

had formerly served as vice president of Snider North America Inc.

senior vice president,
worldwide engineering.

WPHT(AM), and oversees the direction of the
cluster of stations in the market.

Broadcast Electronics appoint-

He had been senior vice

Jim Loftus, VP/GM of WOGL(FM),

president and chief technology officer at

assumed the additional mie of director of sales,
working with CBS Radio's Philadelphia sta-

er of the radio group for
Harris Corp.
Charles Miklich to the

years, starting as sales engineer in

new position of vice

March 2001. His most recent position
Brown, project engineer, also is now
handling some customer support

Scott Johnson

Avid Technology. Prior to that, he

tions. David Yadgaroff continues as VP/GM of

served as chief architect of software
engineering at Digidesign, as the tech-

appointed VP/director of sales for the five sta-

Dr. Lance Griffiths was appointed

Debra
Huttenburg

president, operations. He
joins the company after serving as

was systems engineer. ... Charles

Chuck Miklich

nical lead for Pm Tools.

BE also appointed

He has been with the company for six

president and general manager of WIP(AM),

ed Debra Huttenburg to vice pres-

dent and general manag-

Johnson to director of engineering.

Philadelphia. In addition to serving as vice

Dolby Engineering

opment and marketing.
She had been vice presi-

Bonneville's WICRQ(FM).
Klotz Digital promoted Scott

ket manager of CBS Radio's five stations in

tions for Stahl.

to director of sales, Americas,
replacing Larry Howard. Xithalis

ident of business devel-

Dana Ryan and
Josh Bohn

KYW(AM) and WYSP(FM). Jeff Hedges was
tions in the Washington market. He had been
VP of sales for the cluster's WJFK(FM),

to the position of tadorne design engineer for MFG Galileo Composites.

WLZL(FM) and WTGB(FM).

He most recently served as asenior
engineer, RF design, for L-3

Radio after afive-year absence as SVP/market
manager for its five- station cluster in West

Communications in Salt Lake City.

And Radio vet Rolf Pepple returns to CBS

Palm Beach. He was most recently VP/market

director of operations for Harris

CBS Radio made several changes. Marc

Broadcast. Prior to Harris, he was

Rayfield was named senior vice president/mar-

manager of NextMedia's stations in North
Carolina..
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eventually, all joined the fold.

For example, most of Scandinavia and
the Protestant states of Germany converted in 1700, with Britain and its Empire
(including the American colonies)
switching over in 1752. By then, the
sync-error correction needed to be larger
(the Julian year 1700 had been a leap
year), so these countries canceled 11 days
upon adoption.
Thus the dates Sept. 3 to Sept. 13,
1752 do not exist in U.S. history. Russia
didn't change until 1918, the year following its revolution, and Greece finally
adopted the Gregorian calendar in 1923,
when it jumped from Wednesday, Feb. 15
to Thursday, March 1.
Of course, there were plenty of local
exceptions and variations along the way.
One of the most interesting was Sweden,
which opted to use Lilius' original idea of
agradual, 40-year correction when it converted in 1700, but realized after a few
years of following this course that it
would be out of sync with its neighbors
for along time to come, and still not fully
correct the seasonal drift problem until the
transition was completed, while suffering
plenty of confusion in the meanwhile.
For some reason, though, the Swedish
king decided that the proper fix was to
return to the Julian calendar in 1712.
Ultimately, Sweden made a second transition to the Gregorian calendar, this time
with an overnight switch (from Feb. 17 to
March 1) in 1753.
Alaska presented another interesting
anomaly. It converted after its 1867 purchase from Russia (still on Julian calendar
at the time) by the U.S., but instead of the
appropriate 12-day conversion at the time,
only 11 days were skipped because the
(then recently instituted) International Date
Line was moved on the same day from its
original position at the state's eastern
boundary to offshore on the west of the
state — the new U.S.-Russian border.
Historians obviously have aheck of a
time figuring out valid dates in the various countries given all this variation. This
also implies that the trivia question above
needs to be fixed to a location ("What
happened in Rome on Oct. 5, 1582?").
Next time you think keeping time is boring, look into its fascinating history to see
how what we take for granted today actually came about. It's a great example of
humanity's ability — or at least its attempts
— to apply order to its environment.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
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"Tomorrow arrived today!"
"I've built many, many studios all across the Midwest over the years,
but our Knoxville Logitek installation was the cleanest, neatest and
most advanced layout you can imagine! Almost everything is located
in acentralized controlled-environment rack area. The control surface,
mics, phone stuff and CD player backups are about the only things left
in the studio outside of all the computer controls. The majority of the

,7" -\*
Logitek
Console Router Systems
Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081
1.800.231.5870
713.664.4470
info@logitekaudio.com www.logitekaudlo.com
0 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

audio chain takes place within about five feet inside of one equipment
rack for each station.
"My biggest problem today isn't how to set up for daily on- air
operations, it's how to sell off all the old equipment like distribution
amps that Idon't need anymore. The Logitek system makes audio
'patching' just as easy as plugging in patch cables for everything. You
don't even have to change the type of cable if you change from analog
to digital—just re- plug ajumper into an appropriate engine input!
"I'd always dreamed of astudio that worked better for the jock,
looked more like what the public thinks aradio star ' cockpit' should
look like and yet was easy to take care of. The Logitek system made
it possible to build it."
Mark Lucas, Chief Engineer
Journal Broadcast Group, Knoxville TN

Product Guide

Studio Ses! i
Radio World
PRODUCT

Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording
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If You Liked the D1, You'll Love the D50
Journalists Will Appreciate Sony's PCM-D50,
A Lighten More Compact, Less Expensive Recorder
by Frank Beacham
Over the past three years, the marketplace has been flooded with digital audio
recorders that use Flash memory for storage. In the rapid fire introduction of new
models, the one constant has been progressively lower prices. We've now
reached the point that digital sound
recording is available for less than $200.
However, the old adage that you "get
what you pay for" most certainly applies
here. For heavy users of field audio
recorders, such as radio journalists, buying
at too low aprice can be akin to making a
deal with the devil.
The low-cost compromise usually comes
in two areas: sound quality and durability.
Cheap mics and preamps — a staple of
many low-end recorders — can be very

noisy. User interfaces can be clunky and
hard to see in low light. Poorly made battery compartments break after the repeated
changing of cells. And asingle drop to a
concrete floor can easily end the life of a
recorder housed in athin plastic case.
The best choices for serious audio field
recordists cost about as much as adecent
laptop computer, in the range of $2,000.
They include the excellent Sound Devices
702 field recorder ($2,195 retail, $ 1,875
street) and the Sony PCM-D1 ($ 1,999.95
retail, $ 1,749 street).
Though each of these recorders represents excellence for its design type, the
Sony — because of its built-in microphones, user simplicity and rugged titanium body — has been the Rolls-Royce of
digital recorders for "one-man-bands."
That is until now. Hip to the fact that the

The same great dynamic technology
that you have corne to expect from
Heil Sound with four LEDs that
illuminate the FIN through your
phantom power.

Product Capsule:
Sony PCM-D50
Digital Field Recorder

PCM-D1 was out of the price range for
many broadcasters and audio recordists,
Sony did something smart. It took many of
the best parts of the D1 design and built a
smaller, lower-cost version.
But what's really smart about the new
Sony PCM-D50 ($599 retail, $500 street)
is that the engineers at Sony didn't get
caught up in the race to build it cheap.
They built it right.
Ready for the pros
As the owner and user of aPCM-D 1
since it came on the market in 2005, Iam
accustomed to the Dl's sonic quality, intuitive user interface, rugged design and
quick-change cartridge battery system.
Combined, these essential features make
the recorder dependable for daily professional use.
All of these features migrated to the
D50. It's the same user interface and rocksolid operating software; the same four

Thumbs Up
Excellent sound quality
Simple user interface
/ Flexible digital and analog I/0s
/ Rugged, aluminum case
/ 4 GB built-in flash memory
/ Pro-quality quick-change battery
compartment
Good balance of performance
for price

Thumbs Down
-

Consumer-type I/O connectors

-

XLR adapter is expensive and bulky
Essential windscreen for outdoor
use is optional accessory
Memory expansion requires
proprietary memory stick
PRICE: $599 MSRP

CONTACT: Sony at (800) 686-SONY / 76691
or visit www.sony.com/professional

See SONY, page 2I
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Continued from page 20

gigabytes of internal memory (expandable
to 8 GB with an optional memory stick);
and the identical battery system. Rather
than using one millimeter-thick pure titanium, Sony chose aluminum for the D50
case. No cheap plastic.
What you don't get with the D50 is the
DI's superior Analog Devices AD797
low-distortion preamps, high-grade microphone capsules and other premium components. If the application is live music
recording and you're willing to pay for the
quality, the D1 is still the best choice.
However, for general-purpose field recording and radio applications, the DSO's sonic
quality is just fine.

radioworld.com
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of dragging the standard WAV files to the
computer. No conversion software or drivers are needed.
Other D50 refinements include hard
switches on the back of the recorder for
controlling the limiter and low-cut filter.
The DPC switch is on the recorder's side,
along with mic/line and mic attenuator
switches.
In the menu, however, the limiter can
be set at 150 milliseconds, one second or
one minute. Low-cut options include 75
Hz and 150 Hz. Also available in the
menu is Sony Super Bit Mapping for
44.1/16 recording, afeature designed to
increase the dynamic range acoustically
by reducing noise.
Another difference with the D1 is the
DSO's omission of the analog VU meters.
Some felt these meters were redundant
with the LCD metering on the D1, but I

like them because they are easy to see
from adistance and offer old-school reassurance when recording interviews.
The D50, made more compact by omission of these meters, offers avisual assurance in the form of apair of LEDs for
each channel. A green light signals that
the recording level is in the range between
—12 and — 1dB. A red light alerts that the
record level exceeds — 1dB.
Essential accessories
My field tests found that the new
recorder lives up to the excellent pedigree
established by the Dl. As a handheld
recorder for spoken word interviews and
other radio applications, the PCM-D50 is
the new sweet spot for price-performance
in the digital audio market.
Serious users will require some
optional accessories essential for profes-

I Radio World

sional use. One is Sony's Model
ADPCMI furry wind screen. The 1350's
mics come unprotected in the basic configuration and this custom-fitting windscreen is absolutely necessary for outdoor work. There's no way around it.
Another critical accessory is the
REPCM1 remote control. It allows use
of DSO's controls in record without generating mechanical noise through the
built-in mics.
Neither of these accessories was available for our evaluation, but Sony promised their availability at the same time the
D50 recorder reaches retail stories (it is
now shipping). If you buy a D50, it is
best to include these accessories in the
original purchase.
Both the D1 and D50 have a 1/4-20
(1/40 inch diameter, 20 threads per inch)
See SONY, page 23

Able to leap tall buildings?
No distance or line- ofsight restriction makes
Starlink SL9003T1 the
ideal choice for STUTSL
and intercity links.

The D50, at 2.7 x 6.1 x 1.5 inches, is
lighter and more compact than the Dl.
Where the D1 weighs in at 18.5 ounces,
the D-50 lightens the load to 12.8 ounces
(including battery). The D1 may not seem
much smaller and lighter, but it makes a
huge difference when you carry an audio
recorder in your bag all day.
The D50 also adds some desirable features missing from the Dl. Most notably,
it has optical digital inputs and outputs in
addition to the standard mic and line I/Os.
It also adds switchable 2.71 volt plug-in
power at the mini microphone connector,
which can be used for powering low-voltage condenser microphones.
As with the D1, the D50 is a96 kHz/24
bit recorder. However, with the typical
radio usage being at 44.1 kHz/16 bits, the
D50 can provide up to 14 hours of operation on four AA alkaline batteries.
Rechargeables also can be used.
Unique to the D50 is anew two-position stereo mic array for 90 degree (XY)
or 120 degree wide recording; a prerecord buffer that captures five seconds of
audio before hitting the record switch; and
avariable digital pitch control (DPC).
Other features include the ability to
divide a recorded track; synchronized
recording via digital connection from CD,
MD or DAT; and playback of MP3 files
copied from acomputer.
One of the nice carryovers from the D1
is that the D50 also acts as aremovable
storage device on computers. That means
you simply turn it on and connect the
recorder via USB to aMacintosh or PC.
Within seconds, it shows up on the desktop as ahard drive. Then it's just amatter

Starlink Ti's
bidirectional high capacity
significantly reduces
communications costs
compared to discrete audio,
telephone and data circuits.
And Starlink's
uncompressed digital
audio will stand out
above your competition.

SIL over any distance or terrain...
...Moseley Starlink Ti
• HD RadioTM and Multicasting
• Transmitter remote control
• RBDS data
• Telephone extension
• IP-based equipment control
• Internet and e-mail connection
Call the digital SIL experts today.
Dave Chancey
Bill Gould

805.968.9621
978.373.6303

www.moseleysb.com
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D&M Adds PMD620 to Field Recorder Line
by Carl Lindemann
D&M Professional is shipping the
Marantz PMD620 SD ( Secure Digital)
field recorder as the follow-up to the
PMD660.
Brian Gorman, brand manager for
Marantz products, provided asneak preview on the eve of the its first public
showing at the 2007 Podcast and New

Show more than two years ago, and
enjoys ongoing popularity in an arena
driven by novelty.
What the new unit offers is asmaller,
more economical option to the lineup that
should fit the bill for many sound-gathering applications. Some may keep it handy
as their personal recorder, or it may be a
nice addition to anews operation's fleet.
According to Gorman, the PMD620

Another advantage for the new display
technology is flexibility. OLEDs can
be configured to show information
in a wider variety of ways.
Media Expo in Ontario, Calif. A handson review will follow as production units
become available. In the meantime,
here's a "first look" at aworthy contender
in the burgeoning ultra- portable field
recorder category.
No replacement
First, it's important to note that the
PMD620 does not replace the PMD660.
The PMD660 achieved instant-classic
status when it appeared at the NAB

TOP STUDIO

was developed in response to the flood of
new solid-state mini-recorders that have
been popping up on the prosumer and
musician market. Gorman claims credit,
along with his colleagues, for spec-ing
out the new model and making sure it's
up to snuff for the pro market.
The result is acigarette-pack sized unit
that records to SD memory cards. It
incorporates an omni stereo mic with a
selectable — 10 and —20 dB pad suited to
gathering sound at conferences, inter-

views and the like. Headphones and an
external mic use 1/8- inch connectors.
PMD620 also incorporates a built-in
speaker and runs on dual AA batteries.
Like the PMD660, the PMD620
records in uncompressed WAV format as
well as in arange of MP3 compression.
The SD card maximum capacity of 2GB
is sufficient to yield up to 90 minutes of

stereo recording time at the highest-quality 24-bit, 48 kHz uncompressed WAV setting. Using the maximum compression at
the 64 kbps MP3 setting in mono gives a
maximum of 70 hours recording. An AC
adapter is included for extended, uninterrupted recording or playback sessions.
Enter OLEDs
Battery life is reported to be up to five
hours. The longevity is due, in part, to the
next- generation OLED (Organic Light
Emitting Diode) display. OLEDs use less
power than traditional displays and do
not require backlighting. Information
stands in sharp contrast with white letters
on adark background.
Another advantage for the new display
technology is flexibility. OLEDs can be
configured to show information in a
wider variety of ways. Older technologies require that characters be etched in,
limiting the number of possible options.
What that translates to in the PMD620 is
more options to show information the
way you want it, such as with larger lettering or metering.
Will radio reporters be willing to
trade the PMD660's XLRs for the
PMD620's portability with a 1/8- inch
I/O? For those who grew accustomed to
using palm- sized MiniDisc recorders,
this may fit the bill.
Carl Lindemann writes about new
media and broadcast technology, and is a
frequent contributor to Radio World.
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BUILDOUTS

Corus Radio Montreal
Studio buildout projects continue at a
blistering pace, and the scale and complexity of operations appear to grow as
well. Some buildouts require quick turnaround times, others force designers to
think out of the box.
Here and in upcoming issues, RW will
profile facilities that we noticed due to
size, complexity or innovation.
It is one of the largest consolidation
projects in Canada.
When Corns Radio acquired six stations
in the Montreal market, efficiency, economy and best practice suggested they be
brought together under one roof. The result
is a55,000-square-foot plant employing

200 to 300 broadcasters. The operation
takes one floor of Montreal's historic Place
Bonaventure. The Corns operation has 40
studios, along with engineering, sales news
and administrative offices.
Home to CFQR(FM), CKOI(FM),
CHMP(FM), CINF(AM), CKAC(AM)
and CINW(AM), the complex was
designed by Montreal-based Lemay and
Associates. Pageau Morel and Associates
served as project engineers, while Avicor
construction was the general contractor.
Engineering was handled by Corus
National Director of Engineering Jack
Hoeppner, based in Winnipeg, and the
company's Montreal-based Gilbert Cerat.
Console and routing gear were provid-

Wheatstone Techline Furniture in CHMP 98.5 FM Talk Studio.

One of 20 Wheatstone 5200 D digital news mixers.

cd by Wheatstone, which shipped 18 G-6
control surfaces, one each of a06 and 09
EQ series console, along with 29 Bridge
routers, two WheatNet Superswitches and
one I/O channel AOIP driver interface.
Additional gear provided by the company includes 43 rooms of Techline studio furniture, 29 rooms of prewire, eight
5200D news mixers, 16 desk turrets and
16 Ethernet programmable button panels.
Darren Paley, acompany sales rep who
worked on the project, said, "It is the
largest Wheatstone networked audio
installation in Canada, and one of our
largest systems in North America."
Four of the six stations in the Corns
cluster are news/talk, so a Burli radio
news production system was selected to
enable journalists to gather, edit and present the news with multi-lingual support,
to better serve the French/English lan-

guage requirements.
Automation and master control functions are provided by the RCS Sound
Software's Master Control Automation
Suite.
Documenting such alarge installation
is atask unto itself, and that duty fell upon
Gilles Guimont, who also did the acoustic
design for the Corns facility. When the
final tally was complete, there were more
than 400,000 feet of Cat-6 cable deftly
fished, strung and hung in the complex.
While construction was going on,
Guimont updated the "as-built" drawings,
ensuring that every pair was labeled and
the documentation was fully complete.
Tell us about your new studio buildout
or renovation. E-mail radioworld@
imaspub.com.
— Tom Vernon
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Middle Atlantic

IP-Audio Driver Supports

UOFPs Minimize

More Streams for OEMs

Fan Noise
Middle Atlantic says its Ultra Quiet Fan
Panels occupy two rack spaces and feature
achoice of two or four fans that emit 27 dB
of noise or less. A digital processor varies
fan speed proportionate to internal cabinet
temperature, and aremote notification system provides local and remote alerts when
high heat levels occur or if afan stops operating. An alphanumeric display screen
shows the enclosure's temperature and provides instant scrolling alert messages.
"Because many broadcast facilities operate in small studios where the equipment is
within arm's length of the engineers and on-air personalities, there is a
demand for
enclosures
and furniture
systems that not
only maximize
space while addressing thermal management issues, but also
keep the overall noise level of these components to a minimum," said David
Amoscato, broadcast sales manager,
Middle Atlantic Products.
For more information, contact Middle
Atlantic at ( 800) 266-7225 or visit
www.middleatlantic.com.

Sony
Continued from page 21

screw socket on the bottom. These are the
same sockets used on popular SLR digital
cameras. These recorders are self-contained with microphones, so recordists will
at times want to mount them on acamera
tripod or microphone stand for live performances.
Though Sony sells a tabletop tripod
stand (VCTPCM1) as an accessory for the
D50, any standard camera tripod will do
the job. Adapters also are available at photographic supply houses that allow the
mounting of these recorders on standard
microphone stands.
Finally, there's the issue of XLR connectors. It's asad commentary that after all
these years the pro audio industry has
failed to standardize on a miniature balanced connector to supplement the standard XLR connector. But that's the reality
and the D50, like the D1, uses consumertype mini connectors.
Sony offers an expensive accessory, the
XIR-1, which adds 48 volt phantom-powered XLR connectors to both recorders.
However, when sandwiched together with
the recorder, it is abulky solution requiring
separate batteries. It's enough to make one
continue to put up with the compromises
of mini connectors.
Sony's introduction of the PCM-D50
changes the landscape for mid-range digital audio recorders. Having personally
owned and used most of the lower-end
recorders at one time or another, Ican say
without doubt that the D50 sets a new
priceperformance standard and is acandidate to become the next workhorse field
recorder of the radio industry. It is that
good..

Axia Audio released what it calls version 2.4.8.12 of its IP-Audio
Driver for Windows.
Features include 24 stereo audio streams for multichannel OEM
users (up from 16); new audio metering, clipping and silence detection
functions; and enhanced real-time monitoring of audio stream statistics.
The Axia IP-Audio Driver comes in two versions: aone-input,
one-output version for use with audio editing workstations, and a
24-in/24-out version available from Axia Delivery System partners.
Users of the singlestream IP-Audio Driver may download a software update from www.axiaaudio.comMownloads; users with the
multi-stream version can obtain the update from their delivery system provider.
For more information, contact Aria Audio at (216) 241-7225 or
visit www.axiaaudio.com.
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doing with
radio automation?
Google has been redeveloping SS32 and Maestro
from the ground up. Our new system can be
summed up in just three words...
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you) would be 4 x $ 32,500, or $ 130,000. ( If you are
unfortunate enough to be the target of indecency complaints relating to broadcasts after the maximum fine for
such misbehavior was raised ten-fold — to $325,000 a
pop — then the escrow amount would be inflated by the
same factor per violation — ouch!)
Any way you slice it, the bottom line is that you
would have to place in escrow alarge chunk of coin just
to get the FCC to act on your sale application.

Tolling: Escrows Ad Infinitum
Selling a Station? There's a New
(Arm) Twist in the Tolling Saga
by Harry Cole

•You of course might think that after suffering this
— er, how can we say this politely without using the
disagreeable term "extortion"? — fiscal inconvenience at the hands of the commission, you could
then close up shop.
You would be wrong. The model Escrow
Agreement (which the FCC insists be used) requires
that the licensee business entity stay in place during
the term of the Escrow Agreement — and in case
you need reminding, that term is "indefinite."
If the business entity dissolves, the model Escrow
Agreement calls for the escrow agent to pay the
escrowed funds as directed by the FCC. (Call us crazy,
but we suspect that the FCC would direct the funds right
into Uncle Sam's pockets.)

We here at Cole's Law would like to report that
an end to the Tolling Agreement/Escrow saga is in
sight.
Instead, we can report only that the tolling
regime is in place and, if you can imagine this, is
getting even more out of control.
Here's the latest. This story may affect you if
you plan to sell astation.
We all know that, when there happen to be one
or more outstanding indecency complaints pending against astation that is the subject of an assignment application, the commission ordinarily just sits
on the assignment application pending the outcome of
the complaints.

This situation could affect
you if you are trying to sell
your only station with the
ultimate goal of closing up
and dissolving your company.

But let's say that you are attempting to sell your only
station, with the ultimate goal of closing up and dissolving your company and moving on to something else.
You want to get the deal done ASAP — maybe in the
next couple of months, but for sure not in the next couple of decades, which is how long it could take the commission to dispose of the complaints that happen to be
pending.
The commission might be willing to act on your
application now, rather than some time in the ( likely)
distant future. But to get the commission to do so, here's
what you can expect them to require of you:

• You will have to enter into an indefinite Tolling
Agreement with the FCC ( which, as the adjective
"indefinite" clearly indicates, gives the FCC an indefinite period of time to act on any indecency complaints
currently pending against the station);
• You will have to enter into an Escrow Agreement
for an indefinite period naming the FCC as third-party
beneficiary. How much money goes into the escrow?
That's an easy arithmetical calculation: the total number
of complaints multiplied by the total maximum forfeiture amount.
For example, let's say that the FCC has four complaints pending against your station, each alleging the
broadcast of indecency at atime when the maximum
fine for that kind of thing was $32,500. The necessary
amount to be escrowed ( for an indefinite period, mind

World's
Implementing MusicMaster was simple
and inexpensive.We used one of our existing
servers to host the database. Once training
and installation were completed, everything ran
without aproblem. Aside from routine updates,
MusicMaste required no maintenance. Our

See

•You should eventually get your money (or at
least some of it) back, but only if: (a) the FCC
settles with you; or (b) the FCC notifies you that
it has closed the investigation and directs the
Escrow Agent to release the funds; or (c) the FCC
issues aforfeiture for one or more of the violations in question and, after you decline to pay it, the
FCC convinces the Department of Justice to sue you in
Federal District Court, and after that trial the court
directs the disposition of the escrowed funds in your
direction, and that decision is upheld if appealed.
This government- sanctioned, um, arrangement —
"blackmail" is such an unpleasant word — is likely to
continue until such time as the indecency litigation
working its way through the courts is resolved (possibly
at least two years away) or until someone goes to court
and successfully seeks awrit of mandamus.
We hope that our next report to you will announce the
end of the Tolling/Escrow saga ... but don't count on it.
The author is a member of the law firm of Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC in Arlington, Va. This column
appeared in slightly different form in the firm's newsletter
Comment on this or any article. E-mail
radioworld@imaspub.com.
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I
locdf forward to NR8
each year as it is afantastic
opportunity to rub shoulders with people
who are also ii, volved in the min fstry of
media. It's aworthwhile investment of my time
and energy to be educated by and to fellowship
with the people who are leading tie way in this
arena of ininitry.
— Mari Zschech, Hit/song Church

What makes going to NR8 so worthwhile is
,
/

interacting with other decision makers. My peers are there

and/am always amazed how much I
can mmediately get done to
advance this radio mini.itiy by attending ARB.
— Tim McDermott, President/General Manager, KS&
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Puerto Rico Says ' Hello, Radio Joe!
Resurrected and Moved After a Hurricane,
WVIS Is an Island Family Affair
by Ken R. Deutsch
Puerto Rico can seem aland of contradictions. In the capital city of San Juan,
crime forces people to bar their windows
and 200 vehicles per mile of highway
create traffic jams that rival those in Los
Angeles. In smaller towns like Luquillo,
life is more serene, although there are
random power outages, poverty and
unemployment.
For those who don't live there, Puerto
Rico may not seem an ideal place to
build astation; but soon its east coast will
have anew local outlet on the dial to add
to the 126 stations in this U.S. territory.
Broadcaster Will Sims is majority
owner of KLVF(FM) in Las Vegas, N.M.,
and atransplanted statesider now living in
San Juan. He and the family of the former
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owner fought hard to regain the
license of WVIS(FM), which
had lapsed in the aftermath of
Hurricane Georges in 1998.
"The station had originally
been licensed to the U.S.
Virgin Islands," he said. "The
owner, Joseph Bahr, couldn't
get it back on the air quickly enough after
the damage, so in 2000 the FCC rescinded his license. In 2004 Mr. Bahr died
holding aconstruction permit to move
the station to Puerto Rico, an American
territory. Bahr's family and Iwere finally
able to get it back on track after seven
years."
Bahr's children own 60 percent of the
station, their FCC attorney owns 30 percent and Sims received 10 percent for his
consulting efforts.

"We have our board meeting, around
the dinner table," said Sims.
Most of the residents of Puerto Rico
speak Spanish, so "Radio Joe" will use
that language for commercials, liners and
promos as well as music. But the adult
AC station will also play plenty of music
in English for the owners and managers
of local businesses who are bilingual.
The station, Sims said, is choosing to
program to potential ad buyers.
"The family is lucky in that it doesn't
have to take out loans to get the station

WVIS Chronology
1973 WVIS(FM) signs on,
licensed to St. Croix, U.S.
Virgin Islands
1998 Hurricane Georges
destroys WVIS
2000 FCC pulls the station
license because it was
unable to broadcast
2004 Joseph Bahr dies

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

The board of directors of VI. Stereo
Communications Corp., licensee of
WVIS(FM), meets around the dining room
table at home in San Juan. From left:
President Michael Bahr, Director Will
Sims, Corporate Secretary/Chairwoman
Gabriela Ortiz, Vice President Stephanie
Bahr and Corporate Treasurer Christine
Bahr. Not shown: Director James Oyster.

2005 Will Sims moves from
Santa Fe, N.M., to San
Juan, Puerto Rico
2006 Station license reinstated
2007 (December) WVIS scheduled to resume broadcasting
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The station's 54 dBu predicted coverage, shown via the FCC Web site. The
star indicates the tower site at Culebra; to the east is St. Thomas in the U.S.
Virgin Islands and at lower right is St. Croix. The San Juan metro is in yellow
at the left edge of the map
The new WVIS will be rechristened
"Radio Joe" in honor of its only former
owner. After turning on briefly in St.
Croix, it will move to Puerto Rico in
February, aClass B with 32 kW ERR
Say it both ways
Sims knew Joseph Bahr and his wife
Gabriela Ortiz for many years. After
Bahr's death, Sims and Ortiz became a
couple. She and one of her three children,
Michael Bahr, will run the day-to-day
operations of the new station.

on the air. But it will probably cost about
$150,000 to build. The transmitter alone
was $40,000 and the antenna was about
$12,000.
"Our transmitter will be on the island
of Culebra, population 3,000, which is
one of the two other inhabited islands of
Puerto Rico. We'll still put our required
city-grade signal over Vieques, our community of license, even though our studios will be 24 miles from there," in
Luquillo.
See RADIO JOE, page 27
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Radio Joe
Continued from page 26

"Our signal will be heard in San Juan,
especially in car radios. But because San
Juan probably has 50 other stations on
the dial, we're going to focus on serving
the eastern side of Puerto Rico, where
our studios are. ' Radio Joe' will cover
about a million people and we have
hopes of raising our power from 32,000
watts to 50,000 watts in the future." He
said the east coast has only about ahalfdozen stations selling spots.
The new home of "Radio Joe" will be
a suite of offices in a shopping plaza.
There will be a total of four full-time
employees including Gabriela Ortiz and

STATION
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Michael Bahr. A contract engineer will
work part time and Sims will continue as
an unpaid consultant.
"I don't want aday job so Iwon't be
working full time," said Sims. " I'm
semi-retired. My main job is to be the
'honey' of Gabriela. She's going to run
the station as manager and chairman of
the board of V.I. Stereo Communications
Corp.
"Gaby was married to Joe Bahr for 18
years and worked at the station in St.
Croix for 10 years. She says she loves
the friends that come from being in radio
and wants to restore what Joe created
with alegacy for their children."
The station will be automated at first,
with the possibility of adding alive personality in the morning if finances make
that feasible. Software used by this startup will include BSI's Natural Music,

Natural Log and WaveStation. A remote
control monitoring system with an alarm
and standard EAS gear will be used,
allowing the station to run unattended.
"We didn't pay a focus group," said
Sims. "Our family is the focus group.
Michael is program director and president of the corporation and he is very
interested in doing good radio."
Puerto Rico challenges
Getting the license back took years.
But once "Radio Joe" is on the air, the
battle is still not over.
In addition to overcrowding on the
island, there are other problems. The
per-family income is about 1/3 of the
mainland's. Unemployment is 12 percent. And Puerto Rico has amurder rate
comparable to that of New York.
Between Jan. 1and mid-November, the
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island had 600 of them. And making a
profit in an economy like Puerto Rico's
may not be easy.
"I feel challenged by this place," said
Sims. "It's asad truth that everyone has
gates around their houses or guards in
their communities if they can afford
them. But those same factors make radio
more important here.
"There is no satellite radio in Puerto
Rico so people listen to terrestrial radio
all the time. You hear it everywhere!
Stations are often quoted in newspapers,
unlike in the States. We just hope the
communities support us."
Sims believes that putting "Radio Joe"
on the air will be a rewarding experience.
"The most wonderful thing about it is
Gabriela and her family:' he said. "Iam
avery lucky man."

•
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'Keith Sweat
Hotel' Has
Success in Its
First Year
"The Keith Sweat Hotel" has
passed 20 affiliate stations with the
addition of two in Greenville-New
Bern-Jacksonville, N.C., and another
in Huntsville, Ala.

11.4
-.
1
11

The program launched in February
2007. It is amusic-intensive program
with 10 to 12 songs an hour, R&B
and "slow jamz" from the 1970s to
current. Also featured are guests, instudio musical performances and listener "confessions, apologies and
dedications."
The program airs Sunday through
Friday from 7 p.m. to midnight. It is
syndicated by Premiere Radio
Networks.
Born in Harlem, New York, Sweat
worked in the commodities market at
the New York Stock Exchange before
he was discovered singing at anightclub in 1987. He released his debut
album that year which sold 4 million
copies. He also has worked in production, discovering and debuting
groups such as Silk, Kut Klose and
LSG; he has produced songs for
artists such as Men At Large, Dru
Hill and The Isley Brothers. Sweat
broadcasts live from Atlanta.
For affiliate information contact
Martin Melius at (818) 461-5453.

LBA Technology is your proven, worldwide supplier of HD ready
AM antenna systems. Our array of RF products includes
directional antenna systems, diplexers and triplexers, ATU's, and
components for every power level. LBA systems are designed and
custom fabricated to your distinct requirements.
We put our 40 years of AM RF experience into helping you reach
farther and sound better! See what we can do for you at

LBA Technology, Inc.

www.LBAGroup.com or call us at 252-757-0279.

252.7570279 • www L8Agroup com • 3400 Tupper Drive • Greenville. NC 27835
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Scelsa Makes aCareer of Smart Radio
His Show `Idiot's Delight' Is Honored
By ASCAP as an Important Tastemaker
by Donna Halper
Vin Scelsa still loves radio. It's alove
he has maintained during a 40- year
career as an announcer.
Many things about broadcasting may
have changed in those decades, but
Scelsa continues to believe that radio
matters. In a broadcasting environment
some see as dominated by voice-tracking,
tight playlists and the same songs over
and over, his popular program " Idiot's
Delight," which airs Saturday evenings
on WFUV(FM) at 90.7 MHz in New
York, is heard by many as a welcome
relief.
What Scelsa does so well is what used
to be called " free- form" radio — an
eclectic blend of new music, rock classics
that aren't heard often enough, interviews
with musicians and chats with authors of
interesting new books.
Given his creativity and range of
knowledge, it's no surprise that the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has named him
the recipient of its Deems Taylor Award.
Like Scelsa's career, the award dates
to 1967. ASCAP says it " recognizes
books, articles, broadcasts and Web sites
on the subject of music, selected for their
excellence." It was named after aformer
president of the organization, acomposer, critic and commentator.
"Vin Scelsa ... is one of the last true
free-form radio hosts," ASCAP stated.
"He is a sharp raconteur, achampion of
new and unusual music and, with his
devoted listening public, an important
tastemaker."
Free form
Scelsa, 61, still does the kind of radio
he grew up listening to, where a host
does much more than just "play the hits."
In that era when the personality disc
jockey was king, Scelsa, who grew up in
New Jersey, recalls doing what many
young fans liked to do: pretending he was
on the air.
"I had aturntable in my room," he said,
"with apretend microphone, and aradio
kit that you could build yourself."

STATION
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A Plunge
For a Cause
KDKA(AM) talker Kevin
Miller pledged he'd sit in a
dunk tank if Pittsburgh
Mayor Luke Ravenstahl won
re-election.
So he did. Miller took the
plunge during a live broadcast at Market Square.
The CBS station promoted
it: "Amid temperatures in the
mid-40s, passersby will get a
chance to toss footballs and
dunk Kevin in a 500-gallon
tank in exchange for adonation to Special Olympics
Allegheny County."

His parents were avid radio listeners.
"My parents gave me acombination of
radio influences." His mother Ann had
grown up listening to soap operas, his

and fill-in shifts. For ashort time he also
was music director.
For abrief time, he left radio, which
he felt was becoming too formatted and
predictable; but he returned in 1985,
working at Infinity's WXRK(FM), "KRock." He started with aSunday morning
shift, then moved to Sunday evenings.
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In 2000 he experimented with Internet
radio, doing ashow three times aweek. It
was called "Live at Lunch," but despite
having adedicated group of fans, "Vinternet radio" was a little ahead of its
time. Unable to make enough money, it
was cancelled in 2001.
Scelsa has had more success with
satellite. Since 2004, he has been doing a
show twice a week for the Sirius
Disorder channel in addition to his program on WFUV.
"Change happened more slowly back
when Iwas starting out," he recalls. For
example, it took a long time for FM to
overtake AM. When he first went on the
air in 1967, most people didn't even own
an FM receiver.
"But today, new technologies are almost
instant, and change happens rapidly."
This has been a mixed blessing.
"There isn't a sense of community anymore. We no longer share the same
things the way we did in the ' 60s. iPods
have changed that. And with the wideopen world of the Internet, it's so humongous that you can hardly find anything —
it's hard to stand out."

Obstacles
But Scelsa has certainly found a way
to stand out on terrestrial radio. He keeps
himself relevant by listening to lots of
new music and reading plenty of books.
"Doing free-form radio is harder than
Vin Scelsa
it looks," he said. He still gets excited
about discovering new bands; among his
current favorites are the Avett Brothers.
dad Vince was ajazz buff who also
"When Ifall in love with something, I
played the fiddle. They introduced him to
want to expose it to the world." Over the
the talk shows on New York's WOR
Everything today
years, he has given many new bands and
(AM). He was impressed with Long John
is formatted, and
authors that kind of exposure, in addition
Nebel and became a big fan of Jean
to interviewing such luminaries as Yoko
Shepherd: "Iloved his style ... he was a
there are only a
Ono, Elvis Costello, Leonard Cohen and
rebellious raconteur."
Kurt Vonnegut.
Nebel and Shepherd made each show
handful of us who
unique, with guests from all walks of life.
Despite critical acclaim, Scelsa has
Scelsa knew this was the kind of radio he
suffered from depression; he also has
still do this kind of
beaten prostate cancer. He does not hide
wanted to do.
those facts from his listeners; rather, he
He got his start in college radio, where
radio. The franchise
in November 1967 he did the free-form
has used his experiences to reach out.
"I think by being able to talk about
show " The Closet" at WFMU(FM),
dies with us.
licensed at the time to Upsala College in
depression, for example, I've helped
people. I've let people know that IsurEast Orange, N.J., where Scelsa studied
vived it."
for two years. After that, it was on to
— Vin Scelsa
WBAI(FM) and WABC(FM), later
Scelsa recently saluted several people
who have worked with him on "Idiot's
known as WPLJ; then in 1973, he joined
the air staff at New York's progressive
Delight" including former K- Rock and
WNEW Producer Kara Manning, WFUV
rock giant WNEW(FM), where he stayed
It was there he created " Idiot's
for nearly 10 years as an
Delight." Rock critics, musicians and lisMusic Director Rita Houston, WFUV
announcer, doing weekends
teners gave the show plenty of praise.
Producer Kim Ferdinando and Sirius
Disorder Program Director ( and former
Scelsa had long been known for taking
chances on new music and giving unfaWFUV on-air host) Meg Griffin.
miliar artists exposure, but by the midHe is also grateful that he works for a
station that doesn't put limitations on
'80s, fewer stations were doing that, and
he was one of a declining number of
how he does his show.
announcers keeping free-form radio alive.
"WFUV allows me to be political
when Iwant to be, or to talk about my
Mixed blessings
personal life." And while he says that
When K- Rock changed its format
Sirius is agreat place to work, his heart is
from classic to modern rock, Scelsa
still in local radio.
returned to WNEW, doing his show every
"Pay radio is an elite service, you only
Sunday night from January 1996 until
talk to the people who subscribe. WFUV
New Year's Eve 2001, atenure terminatis broadcast radio. It's real radio. It's the
ed by another format change.
logical place for me."
After that he found aplace in public
A WFUV announcement said his proradio, joining Fordham University's
gram is "revered as one of the few radio
WFUV in February 2001. This was a destinations where the playing field is
good fit from the beginning.
leveled and new artists receive the same
"I told them when Iwent there that I respect, encouragement and air time as
don't do aformat. Ido ' Idiot's Delight. —
their established counterparts."
The station's management agreed. Also
But Scelsa sometimes wonders if he is
on the staff are several of his former
among the last of the free- form anWNEW colleagues including Pete
nouncers.
Fornatale and Dennis Elsas.
"Everything today is formatted, and
Scelsa recognizes that it's adifferent
there are only ahandful of us who still do
world today, especially in the area of
this kind of radio," he says. "The frantechnology.
chise dies with us."
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StoryCorps Chronicles American Life
Four Years In, the Oral History Project
Now Has Recorded 14,000+ Stories

in people's lives," he said.
"It's a part of democracy, giving a
forum to the people. Radio has been vastly underutilized for this. It's hard to tell
what's real and what's acommercial, but
when you listen to StoryCorps you know
you are hearing something authentic."
StoryCorps has permanent recording
facilities called "StoryBooths" in New

about $835,000 comes from corporate
sponsors, $ 245,000 from individual
"My name is Obad
—
iah Samuels and I donations, $425,000 from earned income,
was born in Tecumseh, Michigan, on
$200,000 from other public funding and
the rest from a foundation and the
January 17, 1822."
Unfortunately there were no microphones or flash recorders during the
formative years of our country, but
wouldn't it have been great if such individual stories could have been preserved
for future generations to hear?
That is the idea behind StoryCorps, the
brainchild of Dave Isay, founder and
executive director. His company's mission
is to record the oral history of our country
and archive it for later generations.
Some of these stories can be heard on
National Public Radio's " Morning
Edition" and "News Notes," and all of the
material eventually is housed at the
American Folklife Center at the Library of
Congress. The public can hear and search
for content on the StoryCorps Web site.
"This project grew out of my non-profit
Sound Portraits Productions, where we
created radio documentaries about disenfranchised Americans," said Isay. "We
worked to shine alight on places people
Kathrina and Breanna Proscia in a StoryCorps booth. Participants interview
never got to go, and we found the poetry in
each other for 40 minutes, with a facilitator sitting nearby.
the words of people living on the margins.
"Radio is great for telling these stories,
whether they come out of aflophouse on
the Bowery or a death chamber in
Huntsville, Texas. Radio is the most intimate medium of all. We feel like the voices we hear coming out of our radios are
riding in the car with us. Radio is also
great at building bridges, letting people
experience the stories and lives of others
without any prejudgment based on looks."
In 2003 ' say began StoryCorps and
phased out of "Sound Portraits" documentaries.
"StoryCorps is asimple idea," he said.
"Two people go into a booth and they
interview each other for 40 minutes with
afacilitator in the comer. One copy of the
recording goes to the participants and one
goes to the Library of Congress."
And that simple idea has grown.
"When we started StoryCorps four
years ago, we had a staff of five or six
StoryCorps Founder and Executive Director David 'say
people and abudget of about ahalf milPhoto hy Tons .Rinaldo

by Ken Deutsch

lion dollars ayear," said Isay. "We now
have 80 employees and raise about $6
million ayear. Our challenge is to continue to grow without collapsing under our
own success."
Out of StoryCorps' annual budget,

Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
Isay sees this project as apublic service to America.
"We celebrate the American voice and
try to expand the role that radio can play

WE GIVE YO

HERS

Name: James G. Withers
Occupation: Radio station owner
Certifications/Honors: Lifetime General Radiotelephone License; past
speaker/panelist at NAB, TAB and Digital Hollywood
HeroiMentor: Robert Shrader, author, "Electronic Communications"'
Without that book Iwould never have passed my Second or First Phone.
Favorite Station Growing Up: WIL, St. Louis — Dick Clayton, Gary
Owens, Ron Lundy. Best group of Top 40 jocks, ever.
Most Memorable Broadcast: Engineering alive audience, two-way, fourstation lash-up for aBill Clinton Town Hall meeting from KDFVV(TV)
Favorite Saying: The only thing in life that's not for sale is your character.
Radio World's pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Like James Withers. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers.
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York, Milwaukee and Nashville. There
are three traveling "MobileBooths" crisscrossing the country.
"We request a $ 10 donation from the
people who want to come into our booths
and record these stories, but if they can't
pay, they can record anyway:' Isay said.
Organizations can also sponsor a
"Door-to-Door" on-site recording session
for afee; StoryCorps staff will bring the
equipment to the sponsor's location and
can record up to six 40-minute interviews
per day.
"We want their stories to become part of
the fabric of society. We want everyone to
know about StoryCorps and have access to
the process. This is about people talking to
one another and creating aculture of listening, as opposed to the screaming you
hear through alot of the media."
Nick Yulman is StoryCorp's facilities
and archive manager; Dalton Rooney is
Webmaster and Mike Garofalo is senior
producer.
Isay sees StoryCorps as an alternative
voice on the air.
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In the Booth
StoryCorps records simultaneously
to flash card and CDR using Pro
Tools.
Booths:
Neumann Mks (
TLM 103, TLM
127, KMS 104)
Sound Devices 302 mixer
AT! Distribution Amp
Maranta Flash recorder
TASCAM CDR recorders
Door to Door:
Neumann Mies (I(MS 105)
Sound Devices 722 recorder
Marafitz CDR recorder

"Our stories come from everyday people, which Ithink is more interesting than
the crap we're fed about celebrities 24
hours a day. StoryCorps reminds us of
the value of taking time to listen to family and friends. It honors their lives by listening to what they have to say, and tells
them that they won't be forgotten."
Epiphany
lsay's own story might make an interesting recording. When he was in college
and headed to medical school he experienced an epiphany.
"I found a story Ithought was phenomenal:' he said. "Iasked TV stations
to cover it and none did. Then Iwent to
radio stations and none of them wanted it
until Igot to WBAI(FM) in New York.
There ( news director) Amy Goodman
asked me to go out and record it myself,
so Itook atape recorder and did it.
"Instantly Iknew that this is what I
would be doing for the rest of my life. The
story aired on WBAI and ( former NPR
producer) Gary Covino heard it and picked
it up for the weekend version of 'All
Things Considered.' Idropped out of med
school and spent the next 18 years making
documentaries for NPR. The whole trajectory of my life changed in 24 hours."
Isay also was the recipient of a "nostrings" MacArthur Fellowship, money
that he put into Sound Portraits and eventually into StoryCorps. "The grant helped
give me the confidence to launch something this crazy," he said.
Now these American stories have been
translated to the printed page. StoryCorps
released its first book in November,
"Listening Is an Act of Love." There is
also acompanion CD as well as an edition of the book that will be sold at
Starbucks. "Listening" contains 50 stories selected from the 14,000 or so that
had been recorded as of late in 2007.
Isay recently received the 2007
Edward R. Murrow award from CPB. He
has also received five Peabody Awards,
two Robert F. Kennedy Awards and two
Livingston Awards.
What's the most satisfying comment
he's heard from participants?
"When people talk about how important
it was for them to interview aloved one —
how it allowed them to have conversations
they've never had before, or that the loved
one has since passed away. Last week
someone told me that the 40 minutes in the
booth was the most important 40 minutes
she'd ever spent in her life.
"That feels really good."
Ken Deutsch is aformer broadcaster He
says not even his wife is interested in hearing his personal story. Learn more about
StoryCorps at www.storycorps.net.
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StoryCorps Chronicles American Life
Four Years In, the Oral History Project
Now Has Recorded 14,000+ Stories
by Ken Deutsch

in people's lives," he said.
"It's a part of democracy, giving a
forum to the people. Radio has been vastly underutilized for this. It's hard to tell
what's real and what's acommercial, but
when you listen to StoryCorps you know
you are hearing something authentic."
StoryCorps has permanent recording
facilities called " StoryBooths" in New

Photo by Tony Rinakio

about $ 835,000 comes from corporate
sponsors, $ 245,000 from individual
"My name is Obadiah Samuels and I donations, $425,000 from earned income,
was born in Tecumseh, Michigan, on
$200,000 from other public funding and
January 17, 1822."
the rest from a foundation and the
Unfortunately there were no microphones or flash recorders during the
formative years of our country, but
wouldn't it have been great if such individual stories could have been preserved
for future generations to hear?
That is the idea behind StoryCorps, the
brainchild of Dave Isay, founder and
executive director. His company's mission
is to record the oral history of our country
and archive it for later generations.
Some of these stories can be heard on
National Public Radio's " Morning
Edition" and "News Notes," and all of the
material eventually is housed at the
American Folklife Center at the Library of
Congress. The public can hear and search
for content on the StoryCorps Web site.
"This project grew out of my non-profit
Sound Portraits Productions, where we
created radio documentaries about disenfranchised Americans," said Isay. "We
worked to shine alight on places people
Kathrina and Breanna Proscia in a StoryCorps booth. Participants interview
never got to go, and we found the poetry in
each other for 40 minutes, with afacilitator sitting nearby.
the words of people living on the margins.
"Radio is great for telling these stories,
whether they come out of aflophouse on
the Bowery or a death chamber in
Huntsville, Texas. Radio is the most intimate medium of all. We feel like the voices we hear coming out of our radios are
riding in the car with us. Radio is also
great at building bridges, letting people
experience the stories and lives of others
without any prejudgment based on looks."
In 2003 Isay began StoryCorps and
phased out of "Sound Portraits" documentaries.
"StoryCorps is asimple idea," he said.
"Two people go into a booth and they
interview each other for 40 minutes with
afacilitator in the corner. One copy of the
recording goes to the participants and one
goes to the Library of Congress."
And that simple idea has grown.
"When we started StoryCorps four
years ago, we had a staff of five or six
StoryCorps Founder and Executive Director David Isay
people and abudget of about ahalf million dollars ayear," said Isay. "We now
have 80 employees and raise about $6
million ayear. Our challenge is to continue to grow without collapsing under our
own success."
Out of StoryCorps' annual budget,

Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
Isay sees this project as apublic service to America.
"We celebrate the American voice and
try to expand the role that radio can play

WE GIVE YOU WITHERS
Name: James G. Withers
Occupation: Radio station owner
Certifications/Honors: Lifetime General Radiotelephone License; past
speaker/panelist at NAB, TAB and Digital Hollywood
Hero/Mentor: Robert Shrader, author, " Electronic Communications."
Without that book Iwould never have passed my Second or First Phone.
Favorite Station Growing Up: WIL, St. Louis — Dick Clayton, Gary
Owens, Ron Lundy. Best group of Top 40 jocks, ever.
Most Memorable Broadcast: Engineering alive audience, two-way, fourstation lash-up for aBill Clinton Town Hall meeting from KDFW(TV)
Favorite Sayini: The onl thin. in Ide that's not for sale is your charade.
Radio World's pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Like James Withers. Just one more reason we're the newspaper tor radio managers and enc meets.
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York, Milwaukee and Nashville. There
are three traveling "MobileBooths" crisscrossing the country.
"We request a $ 10 donation from the
people who want to come into our booths
and record these stories, but if they can't
pay, they can record anyway," Isay said.
Organizations can also sponsor a
"Door-to-Door" on-site recording session
for afee; StoryCorps staff will bring the
equipment to the sponsor's location and
can record up to six 40-minute interviews
per day.
"We want their stories to become part of
the fabric of society. We want everyone to
know about StoryCorps and have access to
the process. This is about people talking to
one another and creating aculture of listening, as opposed to the screaming you
hear through alot of the media."
Nick Yulman is StoryCorp's facilities
and archive manager; Dalton Rooney is
Webmaster and Mike Garofalo is senior
producer.
Isay sees StoryCorps as an alternative
voice on the air.
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In the Booth
StoryCorps records simultaneously
to flash card and CDR using Pro
Tools.
Booths:
Neumann Mics (TLM 103, TLM
127, KMS 104)
Sound Devices 302 mixer
AT! Distribution Amp
Maranta Flash recorder
TASCAM CDR recorders
Door to Door:
Neumann Mies ( CMS 105)
Sound Devices 722 recorder
Marantz CDR recorder

"Our stories come from everyday people, which Ithink is more interesting than
the crap we're fed about celebrities 24
hours aday. StoryCorps reminds us of
the value of taking time to listen to family and friends. It honors their lives by listening to what they have to say, and tells
them that they won't be forgotten."
Epiphany
Isay's own story might make an interesting recording. When he was in college
and headed to medical school he experienced an epiphany.
"I found a story Ithought was phenomenal," he said. "Iasked TV stations
to cover it and none did. Then Iwent to
radio stations and none of them wanted it
until Igot to WBAI(FM) in New York.
There ( news director) Amy Goodman
asked me to go out and record it myself,
so Itook atape recorder and did it.
"Instantly Iknew that this is what I
would be doing for the rest of my life. The
story aired on WBAI and ( former NPR
producer) Gary Covino heard it and picked
it up for the weekend version of 'All
Things Considered.' Idropped out of med
school and spent the next 18 years making
documentaries for NPR. The whole trajectory of my life changed in 24 hours."
Isay also was the recipient of a "nostrings" MacArthur Fellowship, money
that he put into Sound Portraits and eventually into StoryCorps. "The grant helped
give me the confidence to launch something this crazy," he said.
Now these American stories have been
translated to the printed page. StoryCorps
released its first book in November,
"Listening Is an Act of Love." There is
also acompanion CD as well as an edition of the book that will be sold at
Starbucks. "Listening" contains 50 stories selected from the 14,000 or so that
had been recorded as of late in 2007.
Isay recently received the 2007
Edward R. Murrow award from CPB. He
has also received five Peabody Awards,
two Robert E Kennedy Awards and two
Livingston Awards.
What's the most satisfying comment
he's heard from participants?
"When people talk about how important
it was for them to interview aloved one —
how it allowed them to have conversations
they've never had before, or that the loved
one has since passed away. Last week
someone told me that the 40 minutes in the
booth was the most important 40 minutes
she'd ever spent in her life.
"That feels really good."
Ken Deutsch is aformer broadcaster: He
says not even his wife is interested in hearing his personal story. Learn more about
StoryCorps at www.storycorps.net.
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Newberry: The Law As It Stands Works
Speaking for NAB, Broadcast Executive
Tells Congress to Avoid a 'Performance Tax'
NAB Radio Board Vice Chairman
Steven Newberry, president and CEO of
Commonwealth Broadcasting Corp., testified this fall before the Senate Judiciary
Committee regarding an RIAA-backed
effort to levy afee on local radio stations
for the airplay of music.
Here are excerpts of his prepared testimony as provided by NAB.
With regard to the issue of creating a
new performance royalty fee for sound
recordings — which local broadcasters
consider a "performance tax" — NAB
strongly opposes any such proposal. We
oppose aperformance tax 'because compensation to the record labels and performers is already provided under the
current system.
The existing model works for one very
simple and significant reason: the promotional value that the record labels and
performers receive from free airplay on
local radio stations drives consumers to
purchase music.
A survey done by Critical Mass Media
shows that 85 percent of listeners identify
FM radio as the place they first heard
music they purchased. With an audience
of 232 million listeners aweek, there is no
better way to expose and promote talent.
Beyond just playing music, consider
that local radio stations give away free
concert tickets, conduct on-air interviews
with bands releasing anew CD, or hype a
newly discovered artist.
Radio drives sales
Without question, local radio is the
engine that drives music sales. The
recording industry knows that music
sales soar with radio airplay.
Just last week at the Country Music
Awards, Carrie Underwood, Kenny
Chesney, Sugarland and Rascal Flatts all

specifically thanked country radio for
their success. Taylor Swift, who was
named Best New Artist of the Year, said
"I want to thank country radio. I'll never
forget the chance you took on me."
While it is true that the recording
industry has seen its revenues dip in this
new digital world, in no way can that
decline be attributed to local radio. Just
the opposite, local radio is essentially
free advertising for record labels and performers and provides the best and most
direct way to reach consumers.

While it is true that

Steven Newberry

the recording

no subscription. It is not interactive.
Between disk jockey lead-ins and commercials, no one is stealing music from
over-the-air radio.
Congress came to this same conclusion in 1995 — namely that local radio
airplay does not threaten music sales. In
fact, local radio directly and positively
promotes the sale of music.
What Ifail to understand after nearly
30 years in the radio industry is why the
recording industry is willing to essentially
bite the hand that feeds it. The "free airplay for free promotion" concept has
established anatural symbiotic relationship between local radio and the recording
industry. Both grow and flourish together.
But anew performance tax takes this
mutually beneficial system and transforms it into an unfair, one-sided scheme
that financially benefits only the recording industry — and to the detriment of
the local radio stations.
The negative effect of such adramatic
increase in radio station costs will be felt
by radio stations and their listeners across
the country and in every one of the states
you represent. Many radio stations across

industry has seen its
revenues dip in this
new digital world, in
no way can that
decline be attributed
to local radio. Just
the opposite.

— Steven Newberry
In 1995 when Congress last examined
this issue, lawmakers opted to require
satellite and Internet radio to pay performance fees because these platforms
are often available by subscription and
both offer consumers true interactivity to
download songs.
Local radio, however, is an entirely
different platform. We are free. There is
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the country are struggling to be profitable
since most of our operating costs are fixed.
The money to pay for this new performance fee has to come from somewhere.
No justification
So what are my options?
Do Ireduce the community affairs
programming, including essential news
and weather in times of emergency?
Because Ican't reduce my electric bill.
Am Iforced to layoff staff or cut the
employee benefits at my stations? Because
Ican't reduce my FCC regulatory fees.
Do Imove to anon-music format, which
will have the effect of playing less music,
which will ultimately harm the performers?
There's areason the National Religious
Broadcasters, the National Association of
Black Owned Broadcasters, the National
Association of Farm Broadcasters and the
Independent Spanish Broadcasters
Association all oppose the imposition of
any new performance fees. The answers
are not simple and the consequences of
this debate will hit both industries in
unanticipated ways.
There is simply no justification for
changing a system that has worked for
the music industry as a whole for so
many years.
The United States has the most prolific
and successful music industry that is the
envy of all the world. The law as it stands
today works. Upsetting the careful balance that Congress struck by imposing a
new performance tax on local radio
broadcasters would be a shift of seismic
proportions. Congress has consistently
recognized the mutually beneficial relationship between local radio and the
recording industry, and there is no reason
to change the law now. 4)
STATION

SERVICES

Pay-Per-Click
Is Part of Scher
Group NTR
Scher Group announced an online
offering that it says will increase nontraditional revenue, Web traffic and
time spent listening and use of station
sites.
The Ohio-based company believes
other NTR revenue offerings "are losing popularity among radio and television stations because they are timeconsuming and lacking originality."
Scher Group Media Programs allow
radio and TV stations to offer pay-perclick and online interactive games.
"The media revenue opportunities
also help maximize existing revenue
relationships by offering advertising
premiums during high-traffic events,
conversion of non-spending prospects
into revenue and national revenue
opportunities," it stated.
Advantages cited include online
chatting and social networking. email, text, RSS marketing, turnkey
online fulfillment, training and no outof-pocket expenditure.
Michael Seligman is national sales
director. Scher Group was founded in
1994, Scher Group's Media Programs
launched in October.
For infbrmation call the company
at ( 440) 542-2785 or visit www.
schergroup.com.
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What are you saying?
More than ever, disc jockeys have got to get to
the point.
There are still people on the air blabbing as if
nothing has changed. Hello! The world is different.
We have numerous entertainment options and
mobile phones in our pockets.

Sure, many of the voices
sound great — some with
amazing pipes — but they
aren't saying anything!

Listeners don't care about: 1) Your health. 2)
Your kids. 3) Your favorite out-of-town team. 4)
What you had for dinner last night. 5) Music trivia
that's so complicated it's like hearing alecture.
What do they care about? Things that are emotional — funny, happy, sad, humorous — and it
helps to have story line that can be expressed simply.
Ihad figured that once automation became the
norm, we'd have better stuff happening on the air.
Not long ago, aDJ would spend lots of time finding CDs (or records), lining up commercials, pushing buttons, taking meter readings, etc.
Since the automation process puts songs and

commercials in-cue, this arguably allows talent
more time to think of something to interesting to
say, or record calls, or research information that
could be interesting to relate.
Why hasn't it produced a positive result?
Perhaps PDs expect too little of their talent. Aircheck sessions are tough business and require time,
which is difficult to find when you're the PD for
two or three or four stations.
Salaries for air talent could be another cause for
the spread of mediocrity. Aside from ahandful of
highly-paid morning show hosts in major markets,
DJs have become a voice-tracking commodity, at
less than $ 10,000 ayear for ashift in many cases.
Sure, many of the voices sound great — some
with amazing pipes — but they aren't saying anything!
Quick response
Not only that, the short attention span of our
nation does no favors for ratings when stations promote too many things at once.
While overall clutter on stations seems to have
improved in recent years, Istill hear too many things being
promoted on stations in any given week.
Some stations are now running live promos into
recorded promos. Death! Who can remember all
that information? Who wants to?
Focus is the key to success. Want your audience
to listen to something, attend an event, go to your
Web site? Focus on it for afew days with lots of
announcements and watch the action.
Promotion works when the message is brief,
easy to understand and hits the audience with plenty of frequency. You score extra points when that
message is also creative and fun. (Give your creative service director araise!)
How fast are you responding to e-mails sent to
your station? If listeners who are writing you aren't
receiving an auto-response within minutes and a
more in-depth response within aday, you're missing the boat. They've forgotten about you already.
Moved on. Hasta la vista!
How fast are you answering the phone in the
control room? Wait — you don't answer it at all
because you're voice-tracking? Not even with a
recording? You lose!
How long do listeners wait in your lobby to pick
up prizes? Have an intern hang out near reception
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who returns to his preNetworks.
named the "roastee" for the
viously held position of
Mike
Bob Heil received
Bayliss Broaddirector
of sales for the
Glickenhaus
the Parnelli Audio
cast FoundaLas Vegas cluster.
Innovator Award from
tion's annual Radio
Glickenhaus comes to Las Vegas
Sound Image President
Roast, April 2in New
from San Diego where he was the
Dave Shadoan at acereYork. Smyth is the
founder, president and CEO of
mony on Nov. 16 for
chair of the Radio
Finest City Broadcasting, which was
his work with such perAdvertising Bureau's
established in September of 2004 to
formers as The Who,
board of directors, and
acquire three San Diego radio staBob Heil receives
Humble Pie, Peter
is apast president of tions from Clear Channel Comthe Parnelli Audio
Frampton and Joe
the New England
munications.
Innovator Award.
PEOPLE
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Promo Power

Excuse Me, Were You Saying Something?
Our attention spans have grown so short that
you're already anxious for me to get to the point.
There likely are numerous reasons for the massive scale of, uh, whatever Iwas just talking about.
Oh, yeah, short attention spans.
We expect instant replies to e-mails. When people don't answer their mobile phones, most of us
figure they must be in avery important meeting, or
perhaps ill.
I'm guessing that husbands who listen closely to
wives are also at an all-time low, but don't quote
me (or show my bride this article).
I'm sure this lack of focus must be having an
impact on radio listeners and I'd like to speculate a
bit about it.

I Radio World

and surreptitiously time your
prize pickup. (Better make sure
it's asmart intern, or the receptionist will kill you.)
Try averaging about 10 pickups see how you score. Is it more
than five minutes? Have you ever
waited in a doctor's office?
That's what it feels like to your
prize winners.
How did Ieven get started on
by Mark Lapidus
this? Oh, yeah, short attention
spans... see, Iwas already moving on to the next thing — and I'm the one writing the article!
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus Media. Contact him at
mlapidus@cox.net.

w

FM TRANSMITTERS
All transmitter powers with the best
quality price ratip
--

,NEIAL.ENI 5000
•Solid-state FM 5kW transmitter.
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.Improved design with three
independent 2 kW power
amplifiers, exciter and control
unit in one 19" rack cabinet.
•Redundant design.
•Record in memory of events and
alarms.
•Programmable automatic power
control as energy saving feature.
•Fold back SWR protection
system.
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"Studio to transmitter link system.
"Link transmitter with 20 W power
output.
"Available in frequencies from 200 to
960 MHz supplied in 20 MHz bands.
"High stability oscillator.
"LCD screen display for parameter
selection and readings as follows:
-frequency ( 6digits).
-forward / reflected power.
-modulation level.
-pilot signal (
19 KHz) sampling while in
transmission.

.

OMB AMERICA
telephone (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA
http://www.omb.cc>m
usa@omb.corn

iiimuni;1111
1111111;1111111!

'Audio inputs: mono
balanced, stereo
(MPX), ard 3 SCA.
'Fold back SWR
protectior.

OMB EUROPA
sales and costumer service
telephone 976-504 696
fax 976-463 170
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA
hltp//www.ornb.es

factory
telephone 976-503 580
fax 976-503 855
Camino.de los Albares, 14
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 .%iiragoza, ESPAÑA
europa@omb corn

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

AUTOMATION

WANT TO SELL

EQUIPMENT

AcousticsFirst
888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticeirst.com
ANTENNAS/TOWERS
WANT TO SELL

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.comI

WANT TO SELL
Circuit Werkes Sen 6Sub- audible
Tone
Encoder ($ 220)
Tone
Decoder ($ 160) Decodes 25, 35 &
25/35 combination tones. . newonly used 1time! - Call Reese at
970 405-0086 or
email
at
maynard55555@hotmail.com
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track.
create shells, auto or announcer
assist mode, set intro and ending
cues, hit the vocal every time with
your voice tracks, execute exact
time events, join networks, and
more. The software is free, there
is a small duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.

I -877-766-2999
COMPLETE
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
Omnia FM Jr.. Urban 9200 low
hrs, excellent condition. KIM
Broadcasting 619-602-4639
AUDIO
PRODUCTION
WANT TO SELL
SONY Mixing Board Hi- density
linear converter direct digital
sync " shuffle board". $ 150 Call
Mrs. Don Purdy 573-348-3584
Roland
Digital
AR- 200
w/
RS232C
Serial
Interface digitally record and play back
aLclio phrases $320 - new- only
used 1 time!
Call Reese at
970 405-0086
or
email
at
maynard55555@hotmaitcom

FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040

S You Know We Know Radio"

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!
ADVERTISE!

ICE PROTECTION
WANT TO SELL

with
the new!

NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED?
Sell your used equipment here
in the pages of Radio World
Broadcast Equipment Exchange.
It's easy.. send Claudia an e-mail or
fax/"snail" mail the Action- Gram. We'll run your
FREE listing(s) for two consecutive issues!

DON'T -LET YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT
COLLECT DUST.. COLLECT $ INSTEAD!
If you have any questions regarding the
procedure, you can call Claudia at
703-998-7600 ext. 154 or email her at
cvanveen@imaspub.com for more information.

BUY - SELL - TRADE

Optical Ice Sensors
For Broadcast Antennas
Ice snow. ram
No moving parts
Sensaive, robust
bghtwoghl. affordable

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

954-568-1991
www NewAvionics com

Or call and we will fax it to you.

LIMITERS/AUDIO

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

Your # 1 Source

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's. Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST - 214 738-7873 or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com
MICROPHONES
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics. on-air lights,
call after 3PM CST, 214 738-7873
or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
Samlex Regulated DC Power
Supply
with
short
circuit
protection 4-6 amp. $ 100 Call
Mrs. Don Purdy 573-348-3584
Symetrix 610 Stereo Delay,
Symetrix mono delay, Rafle HC- 6,
Rolls RA- 62 & Furman HA- 6
headphone amps, Comrex Nexus
portable, 3 each — Henry
Matchbox Ill and Twinmatch, new.
KOM Broadcasting 619-602-4639
ROHM MMUS MO puoo euxims
new & rebuilt for Ekom, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin. Goodrich Ent,
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

WANT TO BUY
Collector want to buy: old vintage
pro gears, compressor/limiter.
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers,
mic
preamps,
speakers. turntables.
EQ
working
or
not,
working
transformers ( UTC
Western
Electric), Fairchild, Western
Electric. Langevin, RCA, Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec,
Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
Equipment
Wanted:
old,
obsolete, or unused signal
processing,
recording,
and
playback equipment. Limiters,
preamps, EU, mixing desks,
microphones, tape machines
(cassette and reel), etc. Donations
gladly accepted; asking prices
considered. 443-854-0725 or
a¡kivi@gmail.com.
30B TFN I'm looking for San
Francisco radio recordings from
the 1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk shows,
music shows, live band remotes,
etc. Stations like KGO, KFRC,
KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR, KSFX,
KOBY, KCBS, KM, KRE, KTIM,
KYA, etc... Feel free to call me at
415-383-6216 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the 1920's
through the 1980's. For example
newscast, talk shows, music
shows, live band remotes, etc.
Stations like KGO, KFRC, KSFO,
KTAB, KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KOW, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc... Feel free to call me at 415383-6216 or you can email me at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Transmitter Bandpass
filter —
Power Rating at 5 KW or more —
Freq 101.9 FM — Call John
at
928-425-7186
or
email
bill@gila1019.com
but
must
place" for John" in the subj line.

WANT TO SELL
Two ( 2) lelos Zephyr ISDN
Transceivers.
Excellent
Condition, Low hours. KQM
Broadcasting 619-602-4639

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

www.radioworld.com

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old
vintage speaker & amplifier,
McIntosh.
Marantz,
Electro
Voice, Jensen, Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher, Dynaco, Cash- pick up
773-339-9035
STATIONS

STUDIO
ACCESSORIES/

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

26x

32x

$115

110

105

100

95

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $100

90

80

70

65

Distributor Directory

$140

135

130

125

120

Professional Card

5110

105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

5205

175

150

130

110

Classified Line Ad

52/word

SUPPORT
WANT TO SELL
On The Air Light - 2 Prolite A/C
Wall or Ceiling Light, 120v With
two 20W Lamps sells new at BSW
for $ 159.00 $ 100.00 each
Plus Shipping or Make offer
for both. 415- 847-3141
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs
WANT TO SELL
SONY
portable
reel-to-reel
"Sony matit" serial #TC-106A.
Excellent
working
condition.
$500 Call Mrs. Don Purdy 573348-3584
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions
or
12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154 or e-mail:

cvanveeneimaspub.com to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we

SPEAKERS

FOR SALE: 10)oxi AM between Nashville and Knoxville. Futher upgrade
possible. 931-265-4945 or e-mail
flightdeckradio@yahoo.com.

13x

$16 additional

a

WANT TO SELL

6x

Blind Box Ad

It we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. ( 8001 438-6040
s "You Know We Know Radio" C,

Anchorage, Alaska AM for sale!
1540 kHz non- directional. 50 kW
days/10 kW nighttime CP. Asking
350K. TalkRadioMan@aol.com .
NEW FM CP's for Western college
towns. Class Cl KRKV covers
Lamar to La Junta, Colorado.
Class C3 KVAR reaches from
Chadron to Gordon, Nebraska,
includes tower site. Asking
$250K each or $450K for both.
Contact Richard at 256-497-4502
or rwdabney@yahoo.com.

1x

$2/word

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

DONATIONS NEEDED

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2008

radioworld.com Line ad

Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

All Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction letter, You determine
donation value, We will pay
shipping.
Equipment
shared
between three Wisconsin stations.
Looking for Mics, Mixers, field
equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan@WIECradio.org

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

Call

&

SWE RENT FOR LESS S

Rodio World

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

REMOTE

MICROWAVE

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com

PROCESSING

Out with the old...

...in

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

V-DISCs — 12 in. 78 RPM discs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357

www.radioworld.com
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European I(C)

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.
F-mail: infoeowlens.com

651-784-7445

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55128

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

Steve Warren - Radio Programming
Consultant, talent trainer, radio personality, and speaker at NAB & state
associations, is now accepting programming clients for 2008 in adult
formats. Flexible rates for small markets, multi- station clusters, and

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

regional groups. Steve is author of RADIO:The Book and top advocate
of localism" in radio.

FROM STOCK

Call Steve Warren, personally and

Fax (861) 784-7541

confidentially, today at 800-827-1722

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

www.mormedia.biz

Please visit his website:

menu.. Aka'

FROM STOCK

4401ffiti E VANS

Engineers

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineenng • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

High-quality Internet Streaming
For Broadcasters!
Give us acall to "hear" the difference!

EXPERTS Ikk
'!\., • OTV Transttron • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Streaming Equipment available

210 S. Main St.. Thiensvilie, WI 53092. (262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045

Doug Vernier
TelecommunIca Hon Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

c)ft

http .
./Nnwrenransassoc.corn

FASTER__
MIRE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

\t- e

•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

Software for your PC

BROADCAST TECHNICAL

C
ONSULTANTS

Full Service From Alks.-Ation to
Oremarn AM/FM/TV/Al
Facilities Design

Over 45 years engineering
and consulting experience

HYBRIDS
WANT TO SELL
Comrex TCB-2 Auto- Answer
Telephone Coupler- $ 145- newonly used 1time! Call Reese at
970 405-0086 or email at
maynard55555@hotmail.com
TEST- METERINGMONITORING
WANT TO SELL
IFM AM- FM 1200, Excellent
condition - KOM Broadcasting
619-602-4639
Test Equipment: 1. Spectrum
analyzer 2. FM Field Strength
Meter
3. Analog Bird Thruline
wattmeter w/ slugs - Call John at
928-425-7186
or
email
bill@gila1019.com but must
place" for John" in the sub) line.
Buying used equipment?

Selling used equipment?

yOU'RE
THE RIGHT
PLACE'

WANT TO SELL

FCC Certified

Equipment
Exchange

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO!
John Lackness
Sales

210-775-2725
P.O.Box 932 • Cibolo, TX 78108

johnlescmsinc.com
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTAL

PO. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124

OSKA measurarmes
•

Two (
2) DPDT AM RF Contactors
New.
KOM
Broadcasting
619-602-4639

www.commtechrf.com•

Continental 10 kW
3- phase
transmitter- FM 90.5 type 816R1A available. Taken out of service
Feb 1,2007.
Extra tubes and
some spare parts.
Exciter not
included.
Contact Vernon H.
Baker WPAR FM 540-961-2377 or
vbaker@vtacs.com

FM Stereo Transmitter
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
▪ SOW RF output, continuous duty!
v' Auto protect with auto soft fail &

✓ Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM, Translators,

FM Exciters - STLs

Transmitter / Exciter
One 90
Degree Dielectric 3 1/8 inch Mitre
Elbow ( Unequal Leg) Impedance
50 Ohms, Length is 6inches and
9inches per leg. This is new , never
installed, current part number is
375-018 list price is $660.00 will
sell for $500.00 or offer. Plus
shipping. Call 415-847-3141

-

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

as well as stand-alone exciters

wwwromseyelectronics.corn

ramsey

800-446-2295
in Our 33rd Year!

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" S

TO THE SMALL
les.bext

co

619-239-8462
Transmitters
and Antennas

Used AM and FM
Transmitters from
Leading Manufacturers

BESCO

Tr msmItters

"Now

our 34tkye<u

AM 8 FR Pre-Owned
Units In Stock
All Powers • Manufacture • losbucbon
•Snares dAll Complete

/
I

MCI

i a

,
-

•

• e•

:A

s

transcom@frnamtv.00m
800-441-8454

215-9 38-7361(fax)

Books

VIsrt our Websrte

Or Call Rot Malany. NatIonaLint'l Sales

at

321-960-4001

CCA AM 10,000 D - Call John
KOSS 928-425-7186 between 10
& 6PM Pacific Time
67 kHz ( SCA Channel 1) Used or
repairable (
with manuals if
available) - call John 517-316-5307
FM Translator at 104.5 Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999

Subscribe today!

Conrad us for quotes on:
• Custom Retuning
• New Cable
• New Antennas
• New STL & Remote controls

World Leader
In
AM FM

www.besco-intcom

Two AM MW- 10 Transmitter, One
On 1030, In WV- One On 1040,
In NC - Assemble One From
2.Keep Remainder For Spare
Parts.
Make Offer.
Contact
Vernon H. Baker WPAR FM 540961-2377 or vbaker@vtacs.com

www.fmaintv.com

215-938-7304

FROM THE TALL

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches,
AM Trarsmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

,Transcom
uorporation

jiku --r1
Broadcast

•

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

auto restore!

TELEPHONE

aiilsooi atpuelnent & Cher rrw,asuremeas
measurement & proof •
Faciley nspectiens ter
•RAMA/ meastre•
Purcliethasrano
rnents -RADiahon
OsPasis

web: ‘iii si surcom.com

"Call me tor your nerl
traitunater or antenna -

àa AM, FM, 11/ coverage & Upgrades
iffl Broadcast trarlsmission facility
design
Ià FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mlirahl

Visn us on he web at www.radloson even

v. Automatic battery backup!

EQUIPMENT/

N,m

101 nenItereS1 Sq. 5E. Oennnest GA . 706.754.2725

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahambroeLcom

.

e-mail: linklesurcom.com

MOO MalliernIMOOCA67 13112MIMPCOMIllUall

FIELD SINE AMECUM
Dierneal • EM&IV lrlit;v. Ii-

ILECTROMMOSTICS

Services:

Field Work:Antenna and

C
ABIONICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC

rmupqral,

•Cost effective mapping

IC.1.14NWSISIMMinirla C.:121

(8 00 74 3 - 3684
ww w. v-soft.com

,AM I'M 1V IPl;li

Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

Member AFCCE

ALLOCATION STUDIES

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations

AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV

SURCOM
ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A

Communications

•SSOCi•T

jpierce@mediatechusa.com

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Consulting

BEE
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POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX + 1-530-666-7760
weri.econco.com

1/2 THE COST

NEW

a

OF NEW!

TUBE

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

ACT' I0

TUBES &
COMPONENTS

— G

NEW

TUBE

Fl A

NI

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service tor radio stations only. All other end users will be charged

C Electronics

D

This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

An International
Distributor of RF Components
Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?

Tubes

ANYe

LI Yes

Please print and include
all information:

NEW & REBUILT

ISO 9001 Certified

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

MU mum« ,•••
MU,
Commaso••• a fanny. beglantrer•

Pro-Tek ®

To Order:

A

‘-'410 0ei.s
O

1-800-881-2374

403 =

Made in U.S.A.
P.O. Box 6499
Spring Hill. Fl. 34611

BEST SERVICE

352-592-78IX)
Fax 352-596-4884

Neirdir, . wA.dandavlertrookurent

Fax ( 650) 592-9988
FOR THE BEST PRICE

8. 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
sockets/ports new 8. rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-03-1886
day
or
night,
www.goodrichentorpnees.com.

ge.m ••••••
CI.I•C
M1.r, Neuerte•

Address
City/State
Zip Code

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the
Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper
word or per inch basis.

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Send Action- Gram forms to:
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange, 5827 Columbia

Price:

Pike, 3rd Floor, Falls Church,

=
.
de
otfut.

Company/Station

Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800
Se Habla Español

Worldwide Availability

-

Contact Name

Telephone

USA DISTRIBUTOR

REPLACEMENT PARTS

••••
MM.

Date

Title

EEV

NEW SOCKETS &

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

Signature

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221

Li No

www.radioworld.com

VA 22041 • Fax: 703-671-7409

AIMS CM•IMI

11111111111116..

EMPLOYIVIENT
HELP WANTED
IOWA
RADIO
CLUSTER
SEEKING
A FULL-TIME
CHIEF ENGINEER.
This
person will be responsible
for the maintenance of all
broadcast equipment and
will
assist
in
station
projects. Candidates must
be familiar with FCC rules,
able to lift 40 lbs.. and
possess familiarity with
broadcast- related
test
equipment. General FCC
license required.
The
position is responsible for
operation and maintenance,
preventive maintenance and
necessary
repairs
to
equipment.
Computer
experience required. This
position requires working
random hours including
weekends and holidays.
Compensation
package
includes medical, dental,
vision, Company vehicle and
401k. Valid driver's license
and clean driving record
required. We are an EOE
M/F DN.
Resumes to
smckenzie@powelliowa.com.

Radio Weald.

POSITIONS
WANTED
Talk Show Host Passionate
about product success, seeks
a station to converse with
listeners.
Top 10 market
experience, Contact Roy
Fredriks: ( 212) 459-4705, or
broadway@si.mcom
Authoritative vocal talent,
many voices. Production:
Cool Edit Pro, Adobe Audition,
copywriting. Strong news delivery. Responsible, motivated,
energetic, creative. Will relocate for right opportunity.
Mark
hofschulte-colvin©
sbcglobal.net ( 918) 682-2288
Broadcasting graduate and
sports enthusiast seeking
full or part time job as air
talent, board operator, or in
production support position.
Dependable hard worker.
Willing to relocate. Call Colt
(918) 650-8716
C.E. position wanted: Experienced with computers, transmitters, H.D. transmitters, automations, digital studios. Robert
King, Call: (915) 581-2979.

Broadcasting
graduate
interested
in
on- air
announcing, production and
news.
Hard worker and
reliable. Creative, energetic
and team oriented. Will
consider
any
available
position. Willing to relocate.
Jason ( 918)
951-0754
gunmetaI300@yahoo.com
Broadcasting school rookie,
ready to start my career in
radio, television or advertising.
Responsible
work
ethic.
Additional experience in photo
shop and art. Willing to
travel. Emily ( 918) 951-9990
emsspiderwebb@hotmail.com
Exceptional editing, digital
and
technical
skills.
Extremely attentive to details/
show prep, and creative
copywriting. Dependable, flexible, fun and professional.
Daniel Sweat 214-605-5044,
dsweat@irvingisd.net
Looking
for
someone
dedicated to making your
station more successful, like
#1? Phone Lawanda, an ABS
graduate, at ( 918) 808-0668.
Always ready to be a team
player. Ilewis39@cox.net

Extremely outgoing, young
fresh face and personable,
plus
extremely
reliable.
Great copywriter, good onair presence, with ability to
relate to listener.
Casey
Robinson
682-551-6337,
tracylael@sbcglobal.net

Hip and creative copywriting with excellent production skills ( Cool Edit/
Adobe
Audition)
News,
sports, board- operations.
Focused on success, and
familiar with all formats.
Call
Jo
214-664-0284
nextiikinent@yahoo.com

I'm ayoung, energetic man
looking for my first job in
radio. Recent broadcasting
school graduate with skills
on- air and in production.
Interested in moving. Call Art
(918) 497-8765 or email
ag_20og@yahoo.com

ABS graduate prepared to do
what it takes to get the job
done.
Interested in sports,
announcing,
and
board
operation. Willing to relocate.
Julian ( 918)
406-7534
Jdhill10@hotmail.com

Strong copy/news writing
ability,
conversational
delivery. Very technically
oriented, with great show
prep skills. A natural leader
self- directed, plus extremely
dependable.
Jim Chitty
972-363-2348;
jimnkristi@tx.rrcom

Ecclectic, insightful, creative individual.
Excellent
production skills.
Seeking
entry level position in production, as a board op,
and/or on- air. Good voice
work and
voice
characterization. Kelly ( 918) 8350018 kelley.f@sbcglobatnet

If
you're
looking
for
someone with excellent
knowledge of all sports and
a desire
to
work
in
sports/talk radio, I'm your
guy. Recent radio school
graduate,
dependable,
honest and hard worker.
Looking for full time position
to start my career in radio.
David ( 731) 286-5202
Are you a small market
station needing agood nuts
& bolts engineer in the LA
area?
Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC
Licensed. Available for Full/
Part-time/Contract
work.
Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com

TO ADVERTISE
write to Claudia
cvanveen@imaspub.com
Looking for an ambitious,
bright B.J.?
Look here!
Ready to spread my wings
and soar. Interested in Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri.
Call T.J. ( 918) 798-4374
Extremely knowledgeable
and articulate racing writer/
talk show
host Adam
Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out
www.bleacherreport.com or
www.rubbinsracingshow.com
for samples. Call
214384-5812 or email: adarte
rubbinsracingshow.com

Reach Broadcast Professionals!
For more information, including rates &
deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at

Young Production Talent.
Driven and professional with
apositive attitude. Creative
copywriting, conversational,
well spoken, with great
attention to detail. Steven
Williams
972-934-2286;
swilliams2186@yahoo.com

Extremely committed, and
passionate
individual.
Excellent editing/audio bites
digital experience plus News/
Copywriting. Good voice,
dedicated, seeks Gospel/
Christian driven station. Tyra
Smith 469-324-8488

1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.
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Wireless Carriers Could Help Safeguard Public
Matthew Straeb

The author is vice president of sales and
marketing for Global Security Systems.
In recent years, local emergency management personnel have used radio and
television broadcast stations, cable and
wireless cable systems along with land
mobile radio and cell dispatches to distribute information to local responders.
While the Department of Homeland
Security, along with state and local emergency operation, are working to provide
organization and resources to promote the
development of an improved platform for
emergency alert messaging, the recent
Minneapolis bridge collapse is areminder
that traditional communication systems
simply don't hold up under catastrophic
conditions.
Most people are still surprised when
cell networks can't handle the extra load
during emergencies. The reality is that
cell phone networks are switched (pointto-point) and were not designed to handle
the loads put on them today.
Even more alarming is the lack of
awareness that wireless carriers could
further safeguard individuals and communities by activating astandard FM receiver chip that exists in most cellular handsets today.
The chip receives personal alert messages from a standard FM radio tower
without interfering with normal cell
phone usuage.
The FM chip is one key to the interoperability of Global Security Systems'
FM-based digital alert and messaging
system, Alert FM.
This single-to-multi-point radio broadcast system uses Radio Broadcast Data
System subcarrier datacasting, layered in
"need to know" groupings based on an
existing communication infrastructure —
the country's nationwide FM broadcasting network.
Be alarmed
Targeted alerts and messages are delivered by satellite to FM transmission towers and can be received on Alert FM
receivers and other mobile devices,
including PDAs and other specialized
receivers equipped with FM chips.
Millions of Americans, including
countless first responders and public safety workers, have the potential to receive
alerts and time-critical information with
the activation of the standard FM chip.
Alert FM is apowerful switchless solution because messages will not clog up
existing switched wireless networks, and
the broadcast signal is more robust than
cellular signals. Overlapping signals from
different stations help to ensure that there
is always asignal that can be received.
Another Alert FM efficiency: the system does not require recurring fees. The
radio broadcasters are stakeholders in
providing emergency information and
they have been doing this public service
for more than 50 years in communities
across the country.

Emergencies are local, as is broadcasting. Therefore, the broadcasters are cooperating across the country to provide the
spectrum to allow these lifesaving messages to be delivered.
As officials and the general public
consider alternatives to cellular voice
calls, text messaging frequently is discussed as asafe alternative during emergency situations.
Text messaging, including applications
based on Short Message Service protocol,
is its own worst enemy during aperceived
or real emergency. Network overload and
inoperability are problematic, and there
also is asecurity issue due to the dependence on Internet connectivity to interconnect the communications channel.
The cell network infrastructure is vulnerable, connected to amaze of landline telephone switches, and encryption is not supported all the way to the wireless receiver.
In comparison, Alert FM uses adedicated satellite and secured channels so
there is no possibility of public access to
the network. In acrisis, Alert FM has a
guaranteed channel that offers protective
umbrella coverage for certified command
and controlled messages to be delivered
with aguaranteed source and encryption
all the way to the receiver.
Consider FM
As emergency communication channels continue to receive close scrutiny, the
role of broadcasters will advance as the
FM network infrastructure is considered
to provide efficient support for the delivery of time critical, life-saving messages.
FM networks are well positioned to
address the dynamics of the future broadcast audio market. That said, the Alert
FM system will not conflict with the
demand for more features on handsets,
higher-quality music players or featurerich devices in increasingly smaller sizes.
In fact, an added plus for broadcasters
are the projected music opportunities
available on cell handsets over the next
three years, which complement the
deployment of Alert FM.
Case in point, a legislative bill is in
committee called the "Broadcasters First
Responders Act" to protect the FM
broadcasters' fuel resources and other
operating assets during an emergency. To
date, FM broadcasters' fuel was confiscated by local FEMA officials for their
own use. This rendered the FM station
useless even if the equipment was operable. This bill will ensure continuous
audio and alert data from Alert FM when
it passes in Congress later this session.
As broadcasters remain on the front
lines of providing emergency information
to their audiences, it is exciting for stations to be apart of the existing EAS as
well as new initiatives designed to provide a more comprehensive solution for
emergency communication.
The deployment of GSS's Alert FM
gives first responders, the general public
and broadcasters across the country anew
opportunity to expedite emergency communication during crisis situations. e
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On LPFM, FCC Acts Wisely But Raises More Questions

January 2, 2008
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OPINION

Low-power FM stations fill apublic service niche. As small,
decidedly local stations, they are free to experiment in ways
well beyond what acommercial station would consider prudent,
and to program to ever-smaller subsets of local populations.
For these reasons and others, we have consistently supported
the service even as some industry groups have been opposed,
some stridently so. We suspected that once LPFMs began
broadcasting, the worst of the early doom-and-gloom predictions — "enormous interference:' lots of short-spacing problems, "part-time people who want to turn their [stations] on any
time they feel like playing," to quote comments filed in 1998 —
would be seen as overwrought. So far we've been right.
We're glad LPFM now has garnered support from FCC
chairmen past and present on both sides of the political aisle.
The commission recently acted to fine-tune LPFM rules,
essentially tightening the assurances that LPFM would be
"local" from both the ownership and programming standpoints.
Among other steps it also reestablished an earlier limit of one
station per LPFM licensee.
It took these steps saying it hopes to foster and protect aservice that "creates opportunities for new voices on the airwaves
and to allow local groups, including schools, churches and other
community-based organizations, to provide programming
responsive to local community needs and interests."
RW thinks these are excellent changes to preserve the independent, local nature of the service.
The FCC also recommended that Congress remove the
requirement that LPFMs protect full-power stations operating
on thirdadjacents. We concur in that, as we've written before.
The commission also laid out other possible future changes
and enhancements regarding LPFM and asked for comment; in
doing so it raised numerous important questions.
Just to cite one, the FCC tentatively has concluded that fullservice stations must provide technical and financial assistance
to LPFMs when implementation of afull-service station facility
proposal would cause interference to an LPFM station.
The idea behind this certainly is to make sure any subsequent
facility upgrade by one of the "big boys" won't essentially
squash an LPFM. But while we support responsible expansion
of LPFM, we hope the FCC will proceed cautiously in this area.
We remain leery of any rule that could place an onus of unreasonable cost on existing broadcasters.
We also anticipate there will be scenarios that could be difficult to resolve; for instance, afull-power may wish to expand to

produce service to many more people than the LPFM can serve
but might be precluded or discouraged by such arule. Also, it
will be difficult to assess what to do in the event an LPFM
claims interference. The FCC may need to weigh the "greater
good" benefit and treat such situations case by case.
There is much more to digest in the detailed report on
LPFM, which was published in mid-December as we went to
press. We will watch with interest and hope that any planned
system of mitigating conflict not place undue restrictions on
full-service stations.
More broadly, should the industry be concerned about the
apparent elevation of LPFM to aprimary — or at least betterthan-secondary — status?
The public notice certainly seems to indicate amore protective stance toward LPFMs against full-service stations. Will
"LoPos" soon be in aposition to block full-service stations that
want to add astation or change acity of license? Full-service
stations will not be eager to hand over such bargaining power.
There is much to be discussed in the questions the FCC raises (including its apparently heightened, and overdue, awareness
of broad problems with how it treats FM translator applications). We'll be writing more about that.
But looking at things broadly, what the commission seems to
be doing with LPFM is similar to what it did with LPTVs: started them as asecondary service and, as the industry matured,
created asubset (Class A TV) which, because it met certain criteria, would be entitled to at least some protection.
However, there are important differences. LPFM is still a
nascent service; also it's not clear whether the FCC is going to
impose additional regulatory requirements on them that might
justify the additional protection; and the FM allotment system is
still in astate of development, as we have seen with the recent
revision of process to change acity of license.
On the TV side there has not been much change in the basic
channel allocation scheme for along time and stations had pretty much become static in facilities. By contrast, for years there
has been FM re-allotment activity that has entailed moving
channels, transmitter sites and so forth. That activity is likely to
increase (or at least not decrease) with the change-in-city-oflicense process.
If such changes are now going to depend at least to some
degree on protecting LPFMs, we see potential for problems.
— RV17
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Why Does SBE Subsidize the NFL?
Game Day Coordinators Are Critical to NFL
Events But Are Virtually Donating Their Services
by Mario Hieb

It would seem reasonable that SBE
Game Day Coordinators, who play acritRecently, the SBE sent out a press
ical role in the smooth operation of the
event and broadcast, would be paid well
release announcing the renewal of its
too. But they aren't. These individuals are
contract with the National Football
virtually donating their services to the
League to provide game-day frequency
NFL and the broadcast networks.
coordination services for the 2007/2008
Sure, they get a parking space, gas
football season. The one-year renewal
money and maybe a free hot dog, but
marks the ninth year of the partnership.
Frequency coordination is critical to
they are not being paid a professional
the smooth operation of any event that
rate; and this is with the blessing of our
professional organization, the SBE.
involves broadcasters, team communicaWhat about other professionals? Do the
tions and public safety. Ishould know; I
NFL team doctors work for free parking
worked for two years as the frequency
and hot dogs? NFL team lawyers?
coordinator of the 2002 Olympic Winter
Accountants? How about the network TV
Games in Salt Lake City.
directors, TDs, camera people, runners, etc?
So it's a good thing that SBE is
involved in Game Day Coordination
No, they are all paid appropriately, as
professionals should be. Why then does
(GDC) for the NFL? From the surface it
may seem so, but let's take acloser look.
SBE subsidize the deep-pockets NFL?
A college engineering professor of
mine once told me that an engineer does
Share the wealth
not give away his/her professional servicThe NFL is not apoverty-stricken enties. It is in the best interest of aprofession
ty. They receive $ 3.1 billion each year
that the professional be paid and paid
from network broadcasters for television
well. It also is acore principal in the SBE
rights. The television networks make hundreds of thousands of dollars for each
Canon of Ethics, cited in Section 21:
"The Broadcast Engineer will uphold
commercial they air. Football players often
the appropriate and adequate compensation
get millions of dollars each year to play.

for those engaged in broadcast work ... as
being in the public interest and maintaining
the standards of the profession."
It seems that the SBE leaders who first
implemented this policy hadn't read the
SBE code of ethics nor have any concern
for the standards of the profession.
The SBE policy of volunteer coordination
also takes work away from people who do it
for aliving. When Iworked on the non-profit Olympics, Iwas paid well for something
the SBE does for free. Why then does the
SBE provide free professional services in
competition with its own members?
Does the American Medical Association
practice medicine? Does the American Bar
Association practice law? Does the
National Society of Professional Engineers
offer engineering services in competition
with their members?
No, because these organizations
understand the scope of their organization
and operate in the best interest of their
membership.
The SBE should be the last organization to support the current policy of subsidizing the super-wealthy, for-profit NFL
by offering free engineering services. It
makes no business sense. It makes no ethical sense. It makes no professional sense.
Mario Hieb, RE., is a contributor to
Radio World. Opinions are his own. e
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Would you process all these different voices
the exact same way? Of COURSE Not!
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the VORSIS M-1 do you get individual presets, fully adjustable compression
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pass filters, de-esser, and built-in phantom power. And all of it available via
our easy- access graphic interface. The M-1 Digital Mic Processor— anew
level in voice management.
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